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AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

whi.se salary at lhe time was at the ra”e of surahle’Tnd’^u«^h^m

l''"3,!™''’ bllt. irL’tf <ld of yielding, he endorsed on it

«1760 per year, send him as bearer of des- all the officers ofohe Goverhnient could well ?Mr B'fier ha? "«examined this case with reason for discontinuing newspaper sub*
t,etches to Mexico,
Max,co. and,
.„H for
r,„. about three ava,I themselves of the pUbli"™ rX lt
^t“Ual ??re ;let thl? P’P« be rrfe^d back, scnptionsi He is now, sir, Postmaster
patches
Dfficeon the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House. months’service, pay him $1212 88, and suf Capitol.
General. Suppose we look at the state
Bat. Mr. Speaker foe
W-'h ? “.Py °f the rf,arter' for his
fer him also to draw his clerk’s salary for the eiiang’ed wifo fo"em.“X ^.e
,,TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
”^=î'.»g-éÆfo" foe’ Pœshfon^ and ment of the contingent expenses of his
For this I refer you
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.- period ofhis absence !
nrJh®, ast -vt'ar' Do J'011 think
u“‘"t thè i.H * id
lutetesl will be charged On all subscriptions which to the case of Robert Greenbow, who is the w nA Mid offihto
e shah find any subscriptions for iiews->
remain unpaid at *'------- ‘iration of the
■
year. No m.nsh.fo.g clerk of, her Dope,.meet ¡all the | M r. ClaV iad'cha r“4 of it ui; fiiZ' Book
papers there “ paid for out of lhe Treas„
e »‘»est limi b ™ '*•>
paper disci
' g
’
‘e Book
ai the option oi the pub- facts of the case being stated in the reports of
lisher, unti
uiy I
Listen to a few items :
ire paid.
!ENT"Ti'l,eWe"k«
the
Secretary.
He
excuses
this
transaction^
Thepubl
hold himself responsible for
Southern Literary Messenger, $ 10 00
by saying that the translations Which were
any error i
-- « re:»
sement beyond the amount
Charged for
required during Mr. Greeuhow’s absence
Aew York Journal of Commerce, 10 00
|l'O'ly' a"‘l IO afe
were made at his expense. It might be well
Alleghany Democrat,
14 SI
to inquire whether any translations were re
, r
,,
-j ——Nor, in- Pennsylvanian,
SPEECH OF MH. BOND, OF OHIO,
8 00
quired during that period, and why also it
I
deed,
should
we
be
astonished
at
any
opinion
Indian Biography,
^Jpon the re
resolution
to correct
ioon is all this simplicity and economy for
ff>Luilofto
corred the
the abuses
abuses iiin the \ would not have been quite as well todiscoii6 00
todiscoti- gotten ! Tt,e Blue Book of last year divides I of his, unless he should have happened to
Metropolitan
Magazine,
o
Fubhe Expenditures, and to Separate the ! tiuue the_ -------salary
for the time, and ici
let me
the <jrw
GovI flve one different from what he supposed the
r
8 00
this
Department
into
a
“
Diplomatic
Bureau,
”
Government from the Press.
Delivered in eminent pay for any translations which were
Three copies of the Daily Globe 111 30 00
II.
We I-,
.... . *
a ConsuJar Bureau,” a “Home Bureau” a President wanted.
the House of Representatives, April, 1838.
Richmond Enquirer,
5 qq
needed.
But do we not distinctly realize
Amos
Kendall.
1 ranslator,” whose salary is $1,760, a “ Dis
[CONTINUER ]
what the retrenchment report condemned in bursing
Sundry
others
which
I
will
not
stop
to
Agent,” whose salary is $1,595 a
I wish, now, to make a few comments on
these words ; that an actual incumbent is “ Librarian,” whose salary is $1,540, a “ Keep
Removals from Office.
name : the whole number bein<r twenty
the
professions
and
practice
of
Mr.
Amos
And, so far from being willing to reduce considered to have such a sort of property in er of the Archives,” whose salary is $1 540 Kendall, late Fourth Auditorj and now Post* or upwards, and the total of subscription
the number of clerks in his Department, as the office as to enable him to farm out its du and gives one man $960 a year for “ packing’ master General. This gentleman, you know, within a small fraction of $200 ! He was
ties, and to receive a part of its revenues for filing, arranging, and preserving newspapers
“ , "" "“‘.II,bl«' *
the People were induced to believe would be doing nothing ?”
sir, was an eleventh-hour Jackson man. He frightened at a smallpile of sixteen news
,)ave proved agreJ
and printed documents.” This done bv that however, was among the firn who got office ; papers, but he can now take twenty at a
done, Mr. Van Buren, when called on for
Another
illustration
of
this
fe
convenient
public.
S '
boasted “democratic party” which affects and immediately after his appointment, & let
that purpose, saw the whole affair through a
dose . Can it be possible that a man,
hew medium, and replied : “ My opinion is, mode of sending favorites abroad/’“ out of such holy horror at any appearance of what ter of his is published, in which, after holding
have rPCfllllfflft
the
public
coffers,
”
is
found
in
the
same
list
bl" ironia J
that there can be no reduction in the number
they call “ aristocratic grandeur.”
If the himself and a few friends up as having been who came into office declaring, like the
of contingent expenses of foreign intercourse. lurk whose letter» are found in Salmagundi,
of officers employed in the Department, (of
he exclaims, “ what has Heaven Pharisee of old, that “he was not
I allude to the case of Mr. Charles Biddle, had seed this display of “Bureaus” in foe! persecuted,
„So
-------,------- «
State,)
without
detriment
to
the
public
inter*
done
?
disposed
of events, ™
as to make like other men,” and would even “ tithdj
impKiuis.
“j
who, when nominated by General Jackson
est I I” And yet the Retrenchment Commit
»tale Department, he would have been belter 1, 1Ty Postmaster General, and myself a more mint and cummin,” begins already to
for a judgeship in Florida, was rejected by the
*"t
‘«««y nJ
justified in his admiration at “ the grand and i humb1e Auditor.” As to Mr Barry, no mat- -neglect the weightier matters of the
tee, when Mr. Clay was in that Department, feenale.
“what events” made him Postmaster law.
reported “ that they felt satisfied that, had the
What becomes of his inflated
ommended tothe (<
After this rejection Mr. Biddle was des magmficent scale on which these Americans
Officer at its head concurred with them in the
their business?’ But I have yet to I Gener&L we know that under his manage promise “ to prove” that his “ declara
•‘^mve merit of |WJ
patched by the Executive to Central Ameriopinion, they might have presented a plan for
add, that those who questioned the right ofknent that dePart‘nent was deranged audrenf,t"v "‘-li n would be J
ca and New Grenada. What service he ren the
tions had not been hollow pretences ?”
thR Sfat*
-------- to .purchase
.
.
State Department
a print
of- j dered insolvent I
not only a gradual reduction of the number dered
'"“I !i’“ei«l«l prejudi^
vve know not ; but it appears that for
of clerks, but for an actual increase in the ef
the immortal Washington have used the mon- „ But now 1UI
Uiis ••“ numote
Auditor,” or, as Of what value was his declaration, mad<3
for
this
humble
this mission an allowance of $7,122 95 has <
’’
a.
COIldoJ
ficiency of their labors.0
ir?m hi® own question, he is sometimes call- m his letter before referred to, and in
been made. Mr. Charles Biddle is the same .ey of the I eople to buy prints of General ed,
medicine cumesemioni
“ this Heaven-born” » Amos, " if^history which he says, “ Vain I may be, proud I
Jackson, and now of Martin Van Buren, for
Reports
of
Executive
Departments.
gentleman
who
had
a
controversy
with
Mr.
i
‘liat have^J
almost every room in each of the Depart does him justice, it will be found that he de am, that the President has given me art
Senator
Grundy,
in
which
the
devotion
of
the*
i
But
other
discrepancies
between
the
pro

o medical profession,a ;
ments ’. I
1
sired office under Mr Clay, which, it not be opportunity to aid him in proving that re
fession and practice of these reformers remain alter to Gen. Jackson was questioned. We
seal and siMiiaiiueofhjl
ing in the power of the latter to provide, Mr form is not ail empty sound, and is not
•
S
P
eaker
,
during
this
‘
‘
searching
operato be noticed. It will be found that the re learn by one of the printed documents occa
•ss, Its proprietor makes!
Kendall espoused the cause of General Jackport of the gentleman from New York, (Mr. sioned by that dispute, that the Senator, for tion” and captious fault-finding, every petty i som
wtPP 7 mereIX toa change of men
•"‘»lui upon the (Hilife.l
Cambreleng,) and his friends, condemned the purpose of proving himself to be what is expense of the several Departments was
Why, sir, I quote as a reply to these
he ehums lòr it a superi!.
In
this
letter
of
Mr.
Kendall,
he
says
i
looked
upon
with
open
censure.
I
well
re

“ the practice introduced by the Secretaries called a “ whole hog Jackson-man,” said he
questions his own words, in another pas^
“
1
feel
bound
by
my
obligations
to
my
member
that
an
item
of
some
few
dollars,
of the Departments, of sending the reports of “ had swallowed the hog not only whole, but
UMILE PREPARATI«
sage of his own letter : “ The world will
their clerks or heads of bureaus, instead of wrong end foremost, taking the bristles a- paid a laborer for destroying the grass which■ country, and by the pledges so often repeated
US is undeniably eimiH
was growing between the bricks of the paved by all the principal men of our party, to know him at last, and assign him his
gamst
the
grain
;
and
had
gone
for
all
Gen.
condensing
them,
and
making
them
substan

«•liuti, for whilst Iioiueiii,
tially their owit communication.” This prac Jackson’s bob-tail nominations, even to walk leading to the State Department, was, promote, with all my talents and indus true rank. ’ “ Truth is omnipotent, and
lunce condemns it, eftiu
neld up to public view as a piece of aristo try, the reforms which the People de public justice certain.”
tice, if bad. has never been Corrected, but is | Charles Biddle?’
er I ha t ¡s aciiiiiiiuieil 'u
Now, sir, suppose I mand. I will prove that our declara
uuiiy
daily inuuigeu
indulged m
in oy
by an
all me
the Departments, as I You, rnay remember, Mr. Speaker, than cratic extravagance.
Among Mr. Kendall’s reforms may
led lies its pre-emiueiiHiii
t‘ answers to the
....
the
calls and resolutions of! ^r<?at iault was i°ui‘d with Mr. Clav for at were to cite to you many similar and equally tions have not been hollow pretences. be mentioned his leading agency in the
¡dter should do soiiippij
(11
not
more)
objectionable
charges
in
the
this House abundantly show. 1But a slj|| | «Bowauce to John H. Pleasants, who was
Besides I hold the interference of Fed removal of the public deposites from the
iid inieresis, musi be atu
‘ ‘ commentary
.............
more remarkable
follows. —
When employefl as bearer of despatches, and sal out present accounts of these Departments—such eral officers with State politics to be im Bank of the United States.
To effect
eaudor and love of trulli,)
as
cash
pdid
for
clearing
the
snow
off
the
the Department of War passed into the hands on his voyage, but, being taken ill, was oblig
proper in principle.”
.mess to fly in the faceoil’
this, he carried on a system of “ billing
of John H. Eaton, a zealous reformer, hej too, ed to abandon it, though he caused his des pavements, so that Mr. Forsyth need not wet
ihe testimony oftboij
“ 90 dol]ars a quarter for labor,”
For thé reform under this last para and cooing” with the State banks, and,
In the ac
was called upon to carry out his retrenchment patches to be safely delivered.
54 dollars for sundries,” « 16 dollars for graph, I refer you to Mr. Kendall’s let- in
VANS does not pred
system, and reduce the number of his clerks, count, which I am now examining, we find
J the language of a certain Senator, (Mn
Tonic Pills will carelli
in fulfilment of the public expectation, which the sum of $1,522 72, paid by Mr. Forsvth, work, without stating what labor or work. ters and toasts sent to various political Benton,) “ debauched them.”
“ Yes
imkly and conscientious
he and others had excited. To the surprise the Secretary of Stale, to Eleazer Early, sent It might have been for killing grass, or rais meetings and dinners throughout the; sir, debauch is the word.” I apply it to
ing
vegetables
for
the
Secretary.
The
term
"ill not.
lays notili
with
despatches
lor
our
Charge
d
’
Affaires
at
of all, he referred the subject to the c/er£s
sundries” may conceal the same things, and country, for a few years past, on the eve, the Government and banks, though the
Bogota, but which were never delivered
>1 the “ Philosopher's Sil
themselves ! and here, sir, is his reply :
Senator thought the People had been
the
curious might inquire what use was made of State elections.
•body to believe that b
The sickness of Mr. Pleasants furnished no
“ War Department, Jan. 27, 1830.
When Mr. Kendall entered upon the; debauched, and applied it to them. For
Life,” but he does say,a
in the minds of the reformers, for oi
Weithe fire-proof paint for which 78 dollars
il biR : I have the honor to lay before you palliation,
!
were paid by the Secretary of State. But duties of his Auditor’s office, he caused this work of “ debauch,” which proved
nd he can prove, ibói
payment made to him, though he caused iffie
reports from the several bureaus connected the
j
mI?PeY *s wed Hid out, if it will preserve to be published in the United States Tel so serious a ctirse to the country,' this «
ed constitutions ; in ft
his
despatches
to
be
safely
delivered.
Yet
with the War Department, on the subject ofi j
the edifice 1 And it is to be regretted that
kinds ; in weakness of|J
a resolution of the 5th inst.' referred to me bv I
same gentlemen find ample pretext, in the Secretary of the Treasury and the Post- ifl
egraph,.
whichthe
he then
savs official organ, a letter, agent was employed thirty-two days, and
s, in incipient consumi
the Committee on Retrenchment.
, ?e
si“,,wrec^ oi M’- Early, to pay
sum of
. ’> “ The interest of the ?QiViai,d/°r thiS service
master
General
had
not
made
similar
pur+
j
him $311 35 fur expenses, $527 37 for cloth
e lungs or the liver|t
“ Respect fully,
chases in time to save their respective build- Countr
-Y demands that this office shall be J316 11, being about ten dollars a day
---ntry
ing,
berldmg,
and
books,
lost
or
abandoned
ity occasioned by llieii
“ J. H. EATON.”
by him, and $714 for one hundred and nine ing)S'fo EePkniv^s and scissors, by the dozen filled with men of business, and not with lor a job which has occasioned much of
palsy, rheumalisin, |hb
“ Charles A. Wickliffe, Esq.”
Sir, the whole the embarrassment under which the coun
teen days compensation, at $6 per day, and half dozen, are purchased for the Secre-' babbling politicians."
; sicknesses incident loi
These bureaus, so far from agreeing to partI though his despatches were never delivered !’ tary of State, who also pays a clerk to go to, letter was the work of a babbling politi- try now labors. He got $10 a day for
niles of relaxed nervesp.
with any of their escutcheons, actually askedI
At this same time, too, Mr. Early appears Baltimore to collect a draft, An item of 100I cian, expressly designed for political and doing this injury to the Public—a hard
irium tremens, or tliiilli
for an additional supply ! Thus ended thatt to have been receiving a salary of $1,500 a dollars paid by the Secretary of the Treasury
demagogue ends, which the writer, in the working laborer finds it difficult to get
iglit on by intempeiM
farce !
year as Librarian of the House of Representa for the transportation of money ; but how’ same breath, said he had quit and left his dollar a day. But still Mr. Kendall
orrore of mind andbodji
much
money,
or
from
whence,
or
where
Diplomatic Expenses.
tives ! I It would seem that Mr. Secretary
cnsionnl inebriety ¡loss
transported we know not. This last charge' for others ! I will read a few passages belongs to the “ democratic party,” and
Another Precept.—This retrenchment re roisythjs not a stranger to this “ convenient is
, melancholy, painui
a kind of foretaste of the hard-money sub- fiom it. “ In five days I have returned whilst he received his $10 a day for that
mode
of
sending
favorites
abroad
to
travel
for
port alleged that our diplomatic relations .and
side, in corrupt, »illoi
Ireasury system, by which instead of trans to the post office twenty letters and Wmrk’ he^ceived the regular salary ofhis
their
pleasure,
health,
or
instruction,
out
of
foreign intercourse were unnecessarily expen
plexions, mused by I I
mitting
funds ,,,
of the vxo
Government
» the 1UUUO
verri ment by three pa
pamphlets, enclosed to the Fourth office. 1 his appears to be an established
sive, and recommended “ a fixed appropria the public coffers.”
ils—in all illese cases,i
of thei cheap,
safe, and rapid ojotuin
system ui
of I Auditor,, and directed to other persons !” usage of this Administration. The case
j
. . x ’-------- ’
I also find that 2,515 dollars are charged means
tion
for
the
contingencies
of
each
mission,
”
imi in the bills ol'ftt
exchange, which prevailed before the banks
“ in no case exceeding $600, (annually,) to for contingent expenses of William T. Barry were “ debauched” by Mr. Kendall, the pub How long after this letter was it before of the Attorney General is already men
medicines, HE DOEiii
late Minister to Spain. Now, sir, it is well
cover
the
expenses
of
stationery,
postage,
of

lic money is now to be wagoned over the Mr. Kendall, lor the purpose of building tioned. The reports from Departments
IM ILE 'POxMCPlU
fice, clerk hire, and all other contingencies known that Mr. Barry never reached Spain country at great expense and hazard, and up the Globe newspaper, and the fortune show several other cases, though 1 will
isionally with hisAI'EII
but died on his way there. He, of course, always with delay.
whatsoever.”
ofhis friend Francis P. Blair, (another now only add that of the Commissioner
LS, ¡the best kndwiil1
Let us see the practice. Andrew Steven received the usual salary and outfit : and 1’
eleventh-hour Jackson man, whom he of
' Indian Affairs, who was for a while
Item, will effect iiniiidi
Attorney General.
son, our Minister at London, is allowed for am at a loss to know what contingent expen
Secretary of War, and during this
had brought from his former residence at acting
‘
I but tor a fiiir pentii«
these contingencies, including “ presents to ses, incurred by him, could justly be charged
The late eminent and virtuous Attorney- Frankfort, Kentucky,) sent under his jperiod drew the salaries of each office,
This much is pluc^
to
the
United
States.
(
the menial officers and servants of lhe Court,
Genera], William Wirt, did not escape the
ly testimonies whitb
frank to Kentucky, and perhaps else being at the rate of $9,000 a year.
and others, on his presentation, and at Christ.-'
There appears, also, to have been paid to censure
'
of these indefatigable reformers. He
i ; and for this miirH
mas,” $2,098 56, in the space of about a year! John R. Clay, in 1836, $3,381 41, as “ com- had rendered some professional services, in where, the prospectus of this newsnafamily Provisions.
inscientiously restii
1
The like expenses of nearly all our foreign p^nsation for certain diplomatic services.”_ wbich the United States were interested, but per ?
But, Mr. Speaker, no man better
missions are in correspondent ratio.
This gentleman, at that time, held the place which were not such as his official station
In
that
same
letter
Mr.
Kendall
also
knows all the uses of office than Mr. Ken*
re conclusive demon#
Profession.—The grade of our Foreign of Secretary of Legation at St. Petersburgh, charged upon him. For this service an in says :
of Dr. Evans’ (M
daJl.
I have read a political tract, writ
with
a
salary
of
$2,000
a
year,
and
the
pay

Minister was to be reduced in some instances,,
considerable sum was paid to him, but its
id Aperient Medicina
“ Upon entering this office on Monday ten, I think, by Dean Swift, entitled
especially that at Madrid, to a Charge, with a ment to him of the further sum of $3,381 41 propriety was questioned. The salary of the
e following importiniiili salary of $4,500.
may be justly questioned.
Attorney-General was then 3,500 dollars, and last, one of the first objects which struck somewhat in this way : “ The Conveni
ns effected by lheiH
he was allowed 800 dollars for a clerk. How my eye was a pile of newspapers on my ence of a • place at Court, or a
Oilier
items,
indicative
of
extravagance
or
Practice.— A minister plenipotentiary has
ies—all of which
favoritism, may be seen in the contingent ex stands the case now ? The salary of Mr table. Among them, I counted sixteen
. Evans’ Medical ofa been kept at Madrid constantly, and John H. pense account of foreign missions, but I will Benjamin F. Butler, the present Attorney- different papers, all of which I was told sure mode of providing garments for a
whole family.
Mr. Kendall appears to
t. One or two ol'll® Eaton is now there on a salary of $9,000, not stop to specify them.
Ger!erak 1S 4>°W dollars, and in 1834 he was were subscribed for by the Fourth Audi
understand the “ modus operand^ of this
tfully gives to a dia having also received his outfit of the same
paid
$4,150
J
9
for
compensation,
besides
amount. And during the last session of Con
Expenses of Department of State.
tor, and paid for out of the Treasury.”
matter. The printed list of clerks in his
being allowed 1,300 dollars for a clerk
gress an attempt was made to increase the
It will also be found that, in the days of this
He sent them back, as he then stated, Department exhibits his father-in-lawand
—Sir : Be pleased tort
and messenger, and 500 dollars for the con
salaries
of
all
our
foreign
Ministers
!
!
Who
“searching operation” and “reform,” the
has been a great suflererii
saIaries °f $1,000,
could have anticipated this from an Adminis standing committees of this House on the ex tingent expenses ofhis office. The same ad with a note to each ; of which the follow 2i°onnPheW!’
'real benefit she liasrert
$1,200, and $1,400 ; and thus we seeti
tration that proclaimed on this floor, (at least penditures ol the several departments attend ditional allowance and charge, amountinff to ing is a copy :
inestimable Camomile M
tin and distress in tlrtw
family provision of nearly $10,000 a
one of its most powerful and influential sup ed to their vocation. But, very soon after gether to 1,800, is made in 1835. Independ
Treasury Department,
inch, shortness il breMkR
porters, the late Mr. Randolph, who joined in General Jackson came into power, these ent of the increased salary and the enlarged
year,
including his own salary. But Mr
Fourth Auditor’s Office, I
exercise would
?
the cry of retrenchment, here proclaimed, and committees became so much a matter of mere Provision for a messenger, whence comes
Kendall is not the only officer who thus
< v<mr Camocnt/e Tw" fli
M
arch
24,
1829,
f
what he said received the full approbation of form that the chairman of one oi them declar Mr. Butler s right to charge an excess of 150
jved—she is able to«Wi(
19 Cents for compensation, besides
Sir : Not believing that I am author takes care of his own household. If pro
“ the party
i is happy to say can liglli
ed here, during the last Congress, be had
vision of this kind be evidence of “faith ”
a in.
.
“ So long as members of Congress, and not never even thought it worth his while to con S’99 for contingent expenses ? In the year ised to charge the Government with sub few of them will be found “ infidels?7
liORNTON.84,Wsl'fl
of this House only or chiefly, will bow, and vene his committee, and lie appeared quite 183b we hear nothing of contingent expenses, scriptions to newspapers and other pub
1836- Dear Sir-For B
cringe, and duck, and fawn, and get out of surprised, or at all events amused, that any but a provision of 1.407 is made for his clerk lications, which are not useful to me in 1 he President’s son has an office, #hicb
I that ! was m.iable to81
the way ata pinching vote, or lend a helping inquiry was expected to be made in regard and messenger, and for Mr. Butler’s compen the discharge of my official duties ; and 1 have already mentioned, of $1,500 a
ir the last 4 or 5 monthsB,i
hand at a pinching vote, to obtain these pla^ to the expenses
of these departments ! I This sation that year he received 4,332 dollars not perceiving that I can derive any as year. The Secretary of State’s son, un
t ----- Wn£
complaints wereHteiirt^
when his salary was only $4,000. Why was
til very lately, held the place of District
ces, I never will consent to enlarge lhe sala state ot things forms a strong contrast with this
gesiion and loss of ®PI'e ' i
sistance from your journal in settling the Attorney in Alabama. A near relation
dizziness in my head; In►
ry attached to them. We are told that they rhe/ report made here in April, 18*28* bv Mr*. this excess of333 dollars paid to him ? He
I
•*
1
»»
<■»
F
I
Ls
»-i
a-»
—
l_
..
•
z*
appears
to
have
been
used
as
a
sort
of
Caleb
e w iihoiit effect, until»c"11'
accounts
of
the
United
States
Navy,
I
hve at St. Petersburgh and London, and liv Blair, of Tennessee, chairman ’of the Comble Camomile and Al,Prl?ii
-f*
• He has been allowed to enjoy the have to request that you will discontinue by marriage of the Secretary of the
lllltfPP /»II Pl I III If» Afnnr.mfn
..
»•_
.
ing there is very expensive. Well, sir, who mittee
on Publip Accounts and Expenditures
isalary
Treasury has a Comfortable annuity of
■Is upon me astoiiilh all'1 ■
of
his own office and that of the Sec- sending it to this office.
sent them there ?
Were they impressed in the State Department. He, you know, Mr/
lew days 1 shall I'«
$1,400 in the Navy Department ; anoth
, retary of War at one and the same time, besir
?
Were
they
taken
by
a
press
gang
on
Speaker, was a Jackson reformer ; like the
Very respectfully,
title to yon in lier* ,,
er holds the appointment of naval officer
be myself your obetHW Tower-hill, knocked
down, handcuffed, Select Committee he found every thin» | mg at the rate of 10,000 dollars per year, pur
Your obedient servant,
B.8. JARVIS,
m Boston, with a salary of $3,000 per
chucked on board of a tender, and told that wrong, and promised to correct it. The pur” suing too his profession, and receiving its
AMOS KENDALL.
emoluments.
No
wonder
we
see
in
him
year, besides being President of the ka^
they must take the pay and rations which chase of books; the employment of a librarian
“tae complying law officer of the crown.”’
need only add
His Majesty was pleased to allow ?”
Here, Mr. Speaker, is a fine display feyette Bank of that city ; and a third is
and many other things, were censured—even
When did he ever give an opinion contrary
JN1C P«tLS,togdl
Now I appeal to you, Mr. Speaker, if the lhe right to purchase a print or likeness of to the wish of the President, if he knew what of the “pride, pomp, and circumstance” Cashier of the Franklin Bank of that
FAMILY W moral application of these remarks has not Gen. Washington, to be suspended in the
that was ? Let us give an illustration. As of office, if not of official insolence. But city, which became a special pet under
binined, wholesale of
been justly felt “ in Congress, and not in this Department, was questioned. How stands
the pet bank system. These gentlemen
t st. near Chaili11*11 I House only or chiefly,” under the retrench the matter now ? Why, large sums of mon the story is told, when the Baltimore railroad yesterday he was himself the editor and
was about to be located at its termination in publisher of a newspaper ; he next ap would all make excellent sub-Treasurof his authorise« r ment and reform Administration ?
ey are yearly expended tor the library of the this city, the company consulted Mr. Butler
pears in his own language, an “ humble ers I
Another precept of the reforming report.— State Department, and many books purchas on some point as to this right of Way, under Auditor.” But, sir, does not the letter
corner of Middle a»il
Gen. Jackson's Recommendations of Reform^
The committee thought the mode of “ ap ed, which are certainly unnecessary.
their charter. After full deliberation, his pro just read show that he had forgotten his
Besides the purchase of books, periodicals,
pointing and compensating bearers of desfessional opinion was obtained in writing. It
Mr. Bond said, when the proposition
^2^’ ™"e f°' Ì* ®e|«,r,“en»
humility, and become puffed up with of
>y apply h;r .“A# ipatches
'
”liaïde
„______
, ,'.........
—
into
.
so^Af
—
...........
.
“
oftidA^
tor
retrenchment was under Considera
ficial
consequence
!
miel Reinirh* pi.f( degenerate into a species of favoritism little
Why did he not simply tell his brother tion here in 1828, the friends of Mr. Ad
short of a convenient
favor similar objects nearlv’®500 &A n yea'’ °‘ I Way’ and he expressed an opinion on the
Hivement mode of sending favorNorway ;
han Reynolds)
l,b,a, ,a" IS same P°M requiring a termination of the editors, in brief and respectfuilanguage, ams, by .way of proving that he and’they
ites abroad too travel for their pleasure, health, emplovet? at a salarv^
i, out
paiJ
b
*ynr $J>540» equal.
road, whifeh the company did not wish, and
desired every just economy and reform,
unswick; I’i,h,,eL|1)?i or instruction,
out of
of the
the public
public coffers.
coffers.””
The President and his Secrela- £"ofC^^
which Air. Butler L/advised them’they that he had discontinued the subscrip pointed to his message recommending it.
“■ G-rt'w
Practice.—’
tion
for
their
paper
?
Arct,,.,.
r t
,
.j
s-zwatgiuoB. an mis too, sir. unde
niNta ; J. ,v*
, gaj iy of State, both
o.h Jackson-reformers,
Jackson-teformers, now take
take;, auspices
aueptees of gentlemen who said that this part ed wifothe opinion
But a further thought is suggested by How were they answered ? Why, sir
[’hatcher, RangrtC f.
this letter of Mr. Amos Kendall, and his- Mr. Ingham, who soon afterwards’ was
lelfast; Barker M

‘le, Ihotiylufni j M
11 "ejected i Sp°,l.,|"i
•‘ineut of dia 0,lllla|,^i

/de, Bath»
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Ho"aes of

ffiade Secretary of the Treasury, said

tti

was indeed true that the Message~~~MAIL ARTICLES.
did recommend it, but he wanted to see
more practice and less profession in the
By the following it will be seen that the
matter. There were no specified re Government has again been compelled to call
forms in the Message ; he could only find upon the “ Monster” for aid : and this aid so
there one of those formal recommenda promptly and liberally afforded, has pretions, which were as unmeaning, he said, vented the necessity of calling another extra
of Congress—for without it the?
as the words “ your humble servant” at session
wheels of government could not have been
the foot of a letter. Mr. Randolph, in ! kept in motion until lhe commencement of
the same debate, used this language, on lhe regular session.
the subject of retrenchment and reform ;
Bonds of lhe U.S. Bank.—We have advi-

POLITICAL

2$ ¿8

imiiiiirinwihini1

Piers—¿Queries We are informe«! that
the Government officers now-a-days, or at

least those of them who disburse the publid
There has been a great deal said in some I SAPURDkY# AUGUST 18, 1838,
money hereabouts# have a very singular way
ofthe
papers
in
lhe
western
part
of
the
State
!
.
*
'
~
NOMINATIONS.
of calculating interest,—a way we opine
about
the
interference
of
Mr.
Fairfield
in
the
!
removal
of Mr. Moody in the Post Office in
which no gentleman, excepting our good
FOR GOVERNOR.
’
Saco,
because he would not allow Mr. Fairnatnred
and universally imposed upon uncle
1
EDWARD
field to abuse his franking privilege.
We
now lay before our readers the following ex REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS FOR YORK Sam, would permit to be practiced. For in
stance, suppose $10,000 are appropriated for
COUNTY.
tract bom a letter written from a gentleman
in Saco to a friend in Foxcroft, slating the
the Pier—5 per cent, on this sum amounts to
NATHAN D. APPLETON, of Alfred.
particulars of the removal and its causes.
$500
then 5 per cent, on $500 amounts to
SENATORS FOR YORK COUNTY.
We invite the attention of our readers to its
“ The President v....
did recommend
them, in ces to day confirming the report of yesterday contents. Let the friends of Mr. Fairfield
$25, and, still further, 5 per cent, on $25 a.—:----JAMES McARTHUR,«/Limington,
one of those loftv generalities with
] niorning, that the Pennsylvania Bink of the disprove it if they can. We challenge them
T H O M A S C A R L E, of Hollis,
mounls to 25 cents ;—So that the amount
sermons, political or religious,
abound ; which United
p‘
States has become lhe purchaser of to the trial.
LOVE KE AY, of Berwick.
pocketed by the agent, for receiving and dis
might be printed in blank, like law process, and | its own bonds, for the balanceofsix millions
Saco, July 25,1838.
COUNTY TREASURER.
bursing the $10,000 is $525 25.
Is this a
filled as occasion might require.
But, sir,; due to the government—or so much ot lhe
“ Yours, dated July 17, came to hand the
Elder ANDREW HOBSON, of Buxton. strictly honest method of doing business ?
(said he,) I am for looking at the practices, I amount as the Secretary of the Treasury is
and not at the precepts of the parson, political now prepared to dispose of. rI he bonds 23d inst., wishing me to give you the facts
“ Democrat”—“ Federalist.”—These Has it been practiced by the agents for
were purchased at par, and as the new Bank in regard to Captain Samuel Moody’s being
or religious.”
building the pier at Kennebunk port ?
dismissed
from
lhe
Post
office
in
Saco,
&c.
Mr. Bond said tfiis rule of Mr. Ran had stipulated to pay the government at lhe They areas follows :—John Fairfield, mem- ] terms are in constant use by our political op$8000 were appropriated during the last
rate of a hundred and fifteen for every hun
They
claim
the
appellation
of
dolph was perfectly just; it was thus dred dollars of the stock of the old Bank her of Congress from York County, sent ponents.
session
of Congress towards the completion of
shown, too, to be avowed by this Adminis which it owned, it follows that Uncle Sam, home certain letters and pamphlets, also let- ; “ Democrat,” as belonging exclusively to
the piers at the entrance of Kennebunk-riven?
ters
came
directed
to
lhe
said
Fairfield,
from
1
................
,
__
____
___
themselves,
while
they
bestow
that
.of
“
Fedtration, and he was willing to judge them so far from losing any thing by lhe poor old
n e
individual who dares to We are informed that between three and four
by their own rule, and thought to this broken Bank of the United States, has receiv the eastward, from a company who had pur- ]
land there and were cutting timber, ]
thousand dollars of this sum are due to the
they ought not to object. He would ed a PREMIUM of more than a million of chased
nil of which were franked or intended I differ from them tn sennment or disapprove
leave it to the House and to the People to dollars, in addition to interest and dividends I to be tree from postage, Fairfield being one | their measures. Thousands of honest men contractor for laying the stone, for labor per
say whether the “ practices” of this Ad We trust, therefore, that the public ear will of the company. Moody contended that a i have been deceived by this trick, and thus formed last Summer ! So that but about $400$
ministration “ had conformed to their be no longer abused by the Treasury papers, part of these ought not to be franked. Fair- j| have been undesiguedly led to support prin- 1remain to be expended ! Is it so, and if so#
in regard to the inability ofthe Bank to meet field contended that it was right to frank |
the fact been communicated to the War
precepts.”
' ciples inimical to the best interests of the has
'
its obligations.
Department
?
It was intimated by us yesterday, that the them. Moody wrote to the Postmaster Gen whole people.
(We are compelled, by the press of other
A few moments reflection
eral, stating the controversy.
The Postmas
When Mr. Herrick took the agency of thO
matter, to defer the concluding part ol Bond’s terms of the purchase by the Bank of ns own ter General decided that Moody was right. will satisfy any candid man that these party
bonds were doubly advantageous—to the
Peirs, did Mr. Palmer claim a balance in hig
Speech until next week. Those of our read government because ofthe relief thereby fur Still Fairfield refused to pay for them, and names cannot now be properly applied.
favor? If so —how much ?—has it been*
ers who take little or no interest in political nished of its immediate pecuniary embarrass was displeased with the conduct of Moody
No
one
will
pretend
to
deny
that
the
old
—
reading must bear with us for a season. An ments, and to the business affairs of the towards him, and he, with Haines and a few Democratic and Federal parties were long paid ?
others in Saco and Biddeford, got up a peti
Are there other sums due individuals for
important election is approaching and we are country, by the facilities which will be af tion to have Moody removed, and sent it to since broken up. Mr. Monroe was elected
forded for the negotiation of exchanges, nt or I
anxious to lay before our readers as many with the different and distant points where 1 the Postmaster General.
The Postmaster President in 1820 by a nearly unanimous, labor on the pier last season, and has Mr.
Herrick charged these services to government,
General
refused
to
remove
him.
Fairfield then
facts and arguments, having a bearing upon the Bank is to make its payments.
But this
vote, both parties giving to him a cordial and
the questions at issue, as is practicable. Af is not lhe only cause of gratification connect ] went to the President or wrote to him, re- hearty support. New parties were after and given his private notes therefor ?
! questing him to order the Postmaster GenerDid government ever allow or pay to Mr.ter the election, (which occurs three weeks ed with this transaction. If our information 1 al to remove Moody. The President did or- wards formed—questions of public policy,
is correct, the Administration has at last met
from next Monday,) we shall have more room the Bank upon amicable and honorable 1 der the Postmaster General to remove him1 not before agitated, formed lhe dividing lines. Palmer, any sum or sums of money, for ex
plorations in pursuit of Granite ledges—for the*
lor miscellaneous selections, &c.]
terms, and the adjustment that has taken I forthwith, which he did, and appointed Wil- In both, the members of the old democratic
place may be regarded as an end ofthe con I ham J. Condon in his stead. The Postmas-i and federal parties were found fighting side finding of a material suitable for a pier, easy
troversy between the parties. The Bank ] ter General, in a letter addressed to Captain
FOR E Í G N NEWS.
of access, capable of being worked easily#
has not only fulfilled to the letter, all its obli S. Moody,says, “ William J. Condon is ap by side. The warmest partizans of J. Q. economically, &c. If so, how much ?
ARRIVAL OF THE GREAT WEST
gations to the government, but has on all oc pointed your successor in pursuance of an Adams were found among those who had
These are a few of the enquiries in rela
ERN.
]
casions manifested a willingness to grant ex order from the late President of lhe United distinguished themselves for their firm ad
By the arrival ofthe Great Western at New traordinary facilities to the government, when States, endorsed on a letter addressed to him
tion to the manner of conducting the agencies
herence
to
Democratic
principles
in
lhe
days
York, 5th inst. London papers lo Jidy 20 pressed in its pecuniary engagements. These by the Hon. John Fairfield,” &c. The letter
for building the piers at the entrance of our
have been received, 16 days later than the services seem at length to have been appre is dated March 14, 1837. The above facts of Jefferson and .Madison, while among his
advices by the Royal William. The Great ciated ; and we have reason to believe that can be satisfactorily proved.”
most active and bitter opponents were many harbor, which very many of the People, of
Western has .made her passage in the same the final ’settlement has been made with
The letter, from which we have made the of those who were conspicuous for then- both parties, would like to see promptly, une
length of time as her former voyage from feelings and upon terms alike creditable to above extract, also contains the names of sevhigh-toned, ultra Federalism at the periods quivocally and correctly answered. The
Bristol —14à days. She made her voyage to both parties.
I eral prominent Van Buren men, who, if they
People have an unquestionable right to know
just
named.
Bristol in 12^ days, was 12 days in England,
.....
e_____ |_ ....
_________
j are willing to testify at all, will testify to the
In this arrangement,
as in
nil others_ conand has returned to New York after an ab nected with lhe management of the Bank of! truth of the above facts. We can give their
Most ofthe ultra federalists who were so how their money is expended, and no public
sence of 39 days.
the»United Slates, Mr. Biddle has exhibited!
exhibited ! names if necessary. And this is lhe high- hostile to Mr. Adams were the leading sup officer, who entertains proper views of his
the*United
The intelligence by this arrival, embracing j the strongest desire, to contribute all in his . minded, honorable man, who is now held
relation to the People, will refuse to answer
as it does the history of all Europe for two or power, and in the most effective manner, to up as a candidate for Governor of Maine I porters-of Gen. Jackson, and among his most
any
respectful call for information.
prominent opponents were very many ofthe
three weeks, is of a good deal of interest.
the advantage of lhe great financial interests Comment is unnecessary on such proceeding
Are not the above enquiries respectfully
Parliament was still in session. The Irish of the country, irrespective of political feeL as this. We say again that if the facts stated most worthy, firm and consistent democrats
Corporation bill had passed the House of ings, and regardless of the fierce and bitter in the letter are not substantially true, it is of the Jeffersonian school. Gen. Jackson, in made? Are there not some good reasons
Lords, with an amendment of the clause litn- attacks that have been made upon it—but in very easy for Mr. Fairfield to disprove them.
for making them ?
iiing the right of suffrage to occupants of regard to which he has never permitted him Will he or his friends in Saco make lhe at his appointments of members ofdiis Cabinet,
The people will not be satisfied with per
foreign ministers and many other officers of
£10 tenements instead of £5 as the bill pass self to be annoyed. The time will soon come tempt ?—Piscataquis Herald.
sonalities,
vituperation, cant,—these questions
ed lhe Commons. The Ministry acceded to when his services, and the consummate skill
the greatest importance, selected a large pro
lhe amendment, and it was expected to be and ability with which he has administered
are
not
calculated
to elicit either from honest
portion
from
the
members
of
the
old
Feder

any
You may travel in any direction, in
concurred in by the Commons.
the affairs both ofthe old and new Bank, will part of the country, and, if you meet a vio- al party. They were his counsellors—his and
high minded men. We merely give the
i
The steam ship Sirius arrived at Plymouth be admitted and appreciated by the intelli lent, bitter federal whig, ten to one he will
rumors and ask for light, without pretending
on lhe I6tb, in 16£ days from New York. gence of the whole country.—And when the claim to have been an ardent supporter of bosom friends.
She carried out intelligence of lhe defeat ol smoke ofthe battle has cleared away, many, Gen. Jackson and his administration.
As State after State,—deceived by the to say whether the answers ought, in truth,
the sub-treasury bill, which had a favourable very many people will look back in amaze
Facts
Budget.
promises ot retrenchment and reform, and to be in the affirmative or negative.
effect on lhe prices of American stocks.
ment at their conduct in regard to NICHO
are
wanted
;
—
nor
will
enquiries
cease
until
by
the
professions
of
deep
interest
for
the
We don’t doubt it in the least.
The reas
The conduct of Lord Durham, in Canada, LAS BIDDLE—a name which is destined
so far as it had become known, had not met to stand out in bold relief hereafter, as one of on is this :—About ten out of every eleven of poor people, which were so lavishly made,— the facts are obtained.
the warm friends ol General Jackson are yielded to lhe dominion of the Jackson par
with much favor. His appointments, in par the ablest financiers of the age.
now what the Budget calls “ violent, bitter
ticular—not only of Secretary, but of the
Arguments.—Do the whigs accuse the
A*. K Commercial Adv.
federal whigs.”
This is owing to certain ty, it was found that the old school Federal
Council, were the subject of much censure.
ists
came
in
for
a
large
share
of
the
“
loaves
National
Administration of Extravagance,
“
democratic
reactions
”
we
have
somewhere
The prospect for the growing crops in
Death of Commodore Rodgers.—We perform read of. Nine tenths of those who support ami fishes” of office,—that they were the and prove the accusation by undeniable testi
England was favorable.
a painful duty in announcing the decease of ed Jackson, did so from patriotic motives—
The apple crop however would be a com
the veteran Corn. Rodgers. He expired on i the motives which now induce them to op leading members of the new state adminis- mony—how are the charges met ? Federal
plete failure.
ist—Federalist,—Democrat— Democrat, is the
Thursday evening .about 9 o’clock, after a pose his successor. It is astonishing that the. trations.
The affairs ofthe Kingdom of Hanover do
long
continued
illness.
So
it
was
in
Maine.
The
appointments
only response.—Do the whigs charge upon
acute
intellects
of
the
Budget
should
be
sur

not appear to approach any nearer to a seule
The funeral took place on Friday afternoon prised at an occurrence which every one else! made by the first Jackson Governor embrac the administration the derangement of the
ment.
The French ship of war Hercules, with with the honors of war, and salutes were perfectly understands.— Troy Mail.
ed a large number of “old federalists.” Gov. Currency, and show conclusively that they
the Prince de Joinville, arrived at Brest July fired from the Navy Yard during the day.
Dunlap was a Federalist of lhe “ deepest are mainly responsible for all the evils which
Commodore Rodgers was up to his death
Can the Democrats of Maine vote for a
13, 21 days from Newport. The Prince was
the head of the American Navy—the oldest man for Governor who is in favor of putting dye.”—Look at our own County of York. have been suffered by the business portion
expected at Havre on lhe 19th, on his way to
commander in the service—but for the last the money and currency, and consequently Who are the leaders of the Van Bur.er. party ? of the community, in consequence of this de
Paris.
The prorogation of the French Chambers fifteen months has been a confirmed lunatic.] the whole business of the country, complete Who talk loudest about Democracy ?
Who rangement,—what is the reply ? Nick Bid
By his death Commodore Barron becomes ly under the control of the President—who
took place on lhe 12th.
bestow the term “ federalists” with the great dle—Aristocracy-^-Bank ; We are the democ
the
head
of
the
Navy,
with
a
salary
increas

advocates a policy that necessarily annihi
It appears that another misunderstanding
has arisen between France and Switzerland. ed from $2,500 to $3,500 a year. Commo lates every measure of value of property— est flippancy upon the whigs ? Are there any racy— they are the federalists.—Do the whigs
dore
Stewart,
now
in
command
at
our
Navy
destroys all credit and confidence in the com more prominent or zealous than Judge cornplain of violations of the constitution, of
The French Government demand the expulson of Louis Bonaparte, whose intrigues Yard, is second upon the list of officers, hav munity, and thus reduces all business opera Haves, W. C. Allen, Joshua Herrick, John disregard of the laws, of mismanagement of
ing
been
forty
years
in
the
service.
tions to uncertainty, as to security, results G. Perkins and others of the same political
give serious annoyance to Louis Phillippi ;
Philadelphia Tinies.
the public concerns,—how are they met?
and profits ? and above all, who has wanton
and menace Switzerland in case of refusal.
character—“ old federalists” ?
B. J. Her Federalist—Federalist—Federalist.— Do the
ly
trampled
upon
the
most
sacred
right
of
The latter power pleads its inability to accede
Frequency of MurJer.—Scarcely a day pass
to the demand, Louis Bonaparte being a citi es that d'ies not bring us an account from freemen, by refusing to receive and consider rick, another “ old federalist,” is the Van Bu whigs show that the administration party
zen of Helvetia, and enjoying a great share the Soul If, West, North or East, of horrible their petitions, respectfully addressed to Con ren Register of Deeds—J. G. Perkins is a V. have violated their pledges, that their practi
of popularity in the Canton of Thurgovia, in I murder. What can be the cause of the rap gress ? If not, they cannot vote for John
ces are entirely at variance with their profes
which he resides. The Ailgemeine Zeitung i id
‘ increase of this crime, and of the increas Fairfield.—Bangor Republican—(Conservative B. candidate for State Senator.
sions, that the supremacy of the party is
Look
into
almost
any
town
in
the
County
seems to think that the Federal Government, ing
:
brutality and savageness attending it? Van Buren.)
will not yield on this subject.
—take Kennebunk port for example. Who sought, while the welfare of the whole peo
It seems as if we had among us villains more
The
I|
THE DIFFERENCE.
are the leading Van Buren rnen there ? ple is disregarded—what do we hear ? A
----- r,Belgian
. question continued
. r r to, excite
.
hardened,
cruel, savage, and bloodthirsty than
interest, and it appeared to be far from being U|e A|ge,.jne pirate8> or even the Cannibals
E
dward Kent, Whin candidate for Gov The “ old federalists” surely. Who has rep repetition merely of the terms Federalist—
definiteiy settled*. " There
were movements
(
i
Zealand. of Human
life seems to be
French and Prussian troops towards the fron- ! estimated no higher than the life of a wild ernor. in favor of the right of petition and op resented the town in the State Legislature Biddle—Bank, &c. &c.
And these unmeaning cries, with personal
tier. The correspondent of lhe New York i beast, and the more the fiends glut upon hu posed to the Gag law.
for the last two years ?
An “ old federalist.”
John Fairfield, Loco Foco candidate for And who are among the most active support invectives and false representations, are the
Courier and Enquirer, under date of Havre, man blood, the more ferocious they seem to
July 18, says.
become. Something should be done to ar Governor, in favor of the Gag law and oppos ers of Gov. Kent in that town?
Can any sole arguments,—offensive and defensive,—
“The march of troops to the Belgian frontier rest crime, or we shall become a by-word in ed to the right of petition.—Ken. Jour.
one,
with
the
smallest
pretensions
to truth, which our opponents use. Are they such as
♦
continues, and eight regiments are mentioned the mouths of all nations, and shunned as the
The Argus is puffing the Ex-Marshal of deny that they are those who in former days honest enquirers after truth will be satisfied
as under orders for that point. The required ; most barbarous people in the world.
Maine, who is a candidate for Congress. The
cession of lhe Luxembourg and Limbourg by
were the strong supporters of Jefferson and with ? Are they calculated to enlighten,—
Philadelphia Herald.
Argus represents him to be a great champion
Leopold, meets with strong opposition in
of Democracy. Probably he will be a very Madison, or the descendants of such men,, to convince ? Certainly not. Men are ap
these provinces, and in the event of Prussian
. More lives than a Cat.—Mr. Lovejoy, who watchful sentinel over the public expendi who glory in the principles held so dear by pealed to as though they were destitute of
interference, our government is resolved not
was saved from the Pulaski, and also from tures, and put a stop to all speculation with
common sense, of reasoning powers, and
to be taken unawares. The acceptance of the
the Home and Win. Gibbons steamers, has the public money : but we presume his prin their fathers ?
24 articles by Belgium is yet wrapt in doubt.”
Now we do not pretend to deny that therei were influenced only by passion or prejubeen
a
fourth
time
preserved
from
death
by
cipal care will be to advance the cause of
Mr. Rush, with his money, the produce of,
are “ old federalists” and the descendants of dice
they are not spoken to as those who
the Smithsonian legacy, had sailed for New being pulled with other passengers through moral reform.—ib.
(j
,
i
tne
the
sioe
side
winnows
windows
or
of
a
canai
canal
boat
noai
which nnu
had
such
in
the
whig
ranks
—
but
we
assert
that
have
a
care
for the interests of the Country,
York in lhe packet ship Mediator.
her ’»pset-in the night on her passage from BufThe Globe.—This vehicle of slander con there are quite as many “ old federalists” and | who love its constitution and its laws,—but
Thé new steam ship Tiger peri formed
”
nru tlinn
tO Rochester ’
fesses that Bill Johnson was a secret Inspect the descendants of such to be found in the they are addressed as those who will attach
voyage from Hull to Hamburg, more
than 400
400
or for the purpose ofspying out traitors, and
miles, in 35£ hours.
Silk Manufacture.—Such is the success was appointed on the principle ot set a rogue Van Buren party—nay more, that nearly all themselves to the party which shall flatter
The correspondent of the New York Cour
which has attended the manufacture of silk to watch a rogue. For the same reason we of lhe most violent, lhe ultras, of that party them most, which shall make the loudest
rier & Enquirer, writes as follows :—
“By the evening papers just issued, you at the establishment in Northampton, that presume Mr. Van Buren employs the Globe are enlisted on the side of lhe national ad professions, which shall scandalize their oppo
at that place
determined
at to look after him and his party.—J\T. K Star.
will
perceive that vw.
Geo. Wildes
& Co. advertise the
Will peimveuim
>»
— -silk
- — company
-r
.
,e
.
ministration.
We contend that old party nents with the greatest bitterness. They
to
book debts and acceptan- their late meeting to raise immediately $30.I. pay
, , off all their
.......................
lines
are
broken
up—are no longer distinct treat the People rather as beings who do not
ees. This is so far well. They only pay a 1! 000, in addition to the large capital already
Among the delegates to the loco foco con
.part of their accommodation to the bank and invested, in order to enlarge their sphere of vention at Harrisburg was a patriot named or traceable,—that the terms Democrat and possess sufficient discernment to examine and
think for themselves, than as rational men.
you are consequently aware that the securi operations.
Joseph McCormick, for whose apprehension Federalist as now applied are unmeaning—
ties still remain for the portion unpaid, but
as used by our opponents they are mere par But they will find themselves mistaken. The
a
reward
of
seven
hundred
dollars
was
offer

Effects of Heat.—The New Haven
this they are to pay by instalments, for which
ed—the said McCormick having previously ty slang,—that the whigs have as good a right People are too intelligent, high-minded and
Herald relates the following singular inci
the dates are fixed.”
murdered Mr. Wells, an officer, while per to claim the appellation of Democrat as the patriotic to be caught in such a snare,—to be
dent
:
—
The Siecle of Paris says that one of the ob
forming his duty in attempting to arrest Mc Van Buren men, nay, a better right, for the seduced by the shouts of party leaders, or to
On
Monday
of
the
present
week,
a
hen
jects of Marshal Soult’s mission to England
whigs.do maintain the great principles which j
Cormick for a criminal offence!
was to obtain fre-rmission to remove the re which had been sitting in the corner of the
were held as cardinal points by the support listen to the lullaby songs of interested partimains of Napoleon to France ; and in this, it barn near the roof, was taken from her nest
ers
of Jefferson and Madison, while these zans and act as the mere instruments of de
The
Whigs
of
Portsmouth,
Ohio,
will
give
1
is said, he has succeeded, with, the aid of the with a brood of ten chickens which she had
produced by the usual process of incubation. Mr. Bond a Public Dinner on Wednesday very principles have been discarded, tramp- signing and ambitious men.
Duke of Wellington.
I led upon and entirely disregarded by the
The German Courier states, that the politi There were several eggs left in the nest which of this week in consideration of his many dis• adherents of Jackson and Van Buren.
cal prisoners confined in Hardenberg, having had been laid there by other hens after she tinguished public services. The citizens of
We ask candid men of all parties to in
Q^The annual commencement of Dartappealed to the mercy of the Senate of Frank begun to sit. On Tuesday a chicken was ta Chilicothe have also requested iMr. Bond to quire into this matter,—to look into their'own
' mouth College, Hanover, N. H. occurred on
ken
from
the
nest,
brisk
and
lively,
which
partake
of
a
public
dinner.
fort, had been pardoned by that assembly, on
neighborhoods,
counties,
State,
—
into
the
con

condition that they retire to the U. Stales of’ had been hatched out by the warmth of the
duct ofthe past and present national admin- I Wednesday, 1st inst. The prospects of this
atmosphere, (the hen was in the yard below
America.—Boston Mverliser.
Cowi/brh’ng-.—The New Orleans Courier, istrations, and judge for themselves whether institution are very flattering. The Freshabove thirty six hours.) On Wednesday anoth‘ Your heel must be some better, I think,’1 er chicken was taken from the nest, hatched a Locofoco paper, thus sums up the defeat the facts are not as we have just stated them. njen c]ass will probably consist of about a
said a gentleman to a buxom lass, who had a in the same manner; and on Thursday a in Louisiana : “ This is but the termination Let the principles and the practice of the hundred ;—measures for the erection of ad
of a general defeat which commenced at lhe two great parties into which the People are
hole in the heel of her stocking. ‘ Why so ?’1 third egg in the same nest was discovered to
ofthe
ar- now divided be carefully and impartially ex-1 ditional College buildings, it is expected, witt
the Union, and has ar
she asked. ‘ Because, M iss,’ replied lhe gen- be cracked, containing a live chicken, which opposite extremity of
amined, and we have no fears as to the result, soon be taken.
rived here.”
was taken and pul under another hen.
ffeorftn# ‘ I perceive it is getting out«,’
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ennebunk AWAKE.
author of the following letter, is well known i A meeting of the whigs of Kennebunk
was held at WaShingtoh Hall, in compliance
in this section Of the State as a very successwith previous public holice, on Thursday
ful'practitioner of Medicine, and is universal evening last. Capt. Ralph Curtis was ap
ly esteemed for his moral worth, his intelli pointed Chairman and George Wise Secre
gence and his urbane manners. He was for tary. Notwithstanding the inclemency of
the weather, a large number attended.
several years one of the most active and ill- |j A committee of five was appointed to prefluentiai supporters of Gen. Jackson’s ad- pare resolutions to be reported at an adjournhiinistraiion, in this county, and was} also, a ed meeting,
warm advocate for the election of Mr. Van ' A committee of twenty one was appointed
to nominate a Candidate for town Represent
Buren. Last fall, for reasons which are fully ative.
Stated in the letter published below, he with- '
Brief remarks were offered by Capt. Kingsdrew from the Van Buren party and gave his bury and others.
Support and influence to the whig cause. I| The meeting was then adjourned to Mon1 day evening next, at half past six, at Wash
Within a few months the report has been veington Hall, when and where,
i*y generally circulated throughout the county, | THE
_ WHIGS
_ AND
_ ________
_
ALL OTHERS
opthat Dr. T. had returned to the ranks of the' posed to the measures of the national adminsupporters of the national administration Miration,—all honest enquirers after facts, of
To contradict this report, the annexed letter whatever party,—in Kennebunk, are invited
to attend.
was written to a highly respectable gentle
Kennebunk, Aug. 17, 1838.
man in Wells, (Deacon T. Wells, who rep
[The Committee of twenty-one will meet
resented the town in the State Legislature at Washington Hail at 6 o’clock P. M. on
in 1837,) where the report had been exten Monday.]
sively circulated. It was written without
“ No Changes.”—The Van Buren papers
the most distant idea of its publication, but are endeavoring to persuade the people that
application having been made to him for per. there are no changes in this State from the
They might
tnission to give it publicity through our col Van Buren to the whig side.
as well save their stationery and labor.
umns, he authorized his friends to make such
There are such changes in almost every town
Use of it as they might think judicious and in the State, and the people know it. It will
proper.
be found an “ up-hill business” to persuade
SOUTIÎ BERWICK, JULY 24, 1838.
mento discredit the evidence of their own
senses. Be patieht, gentlemen—the 10th of
Deac. Theodore Wells.
My dear Sir—I have recently learned that September will settle the question definitely.
à report is circulating by some persons in
Duncan’s Speech, in reply to Mr. Bond’s
Wells, and elsewhere, that 1 am not, at this
time, dissatisfied with the measures of the expose of the extravagance and malpractices
present national administration ; but this, my of the administration, continues to be circula
dear sir, is utterly untrue. About one year ted by the Van Buren leaders. And yet they
Since, I began to look into and carefully ex know that i?uch a speech was never delivered
Our
amine the men and measures of the present in the U. S. House ol Representatives!
administration, and very soon became alto opponents are desperate indeed.
gether dissatisfied with the state of things ;
Elevated !—It is reported, that Mr. Fairand the more I have investigated the sub
ject, the more I have been dissatisfied ever field, in a speech at a political caucus in Saco,
since. Be assured, sir, 1 am not alone in this a few years since; declared that the first duty
conviction. There are a large number of
those who formerly called themselves Re of a Democrat was to “ stick to the party and
publicans, and in fact were so, and are so now, they must do so if the party went to the Devwho are altogether opposed to the course
persued by the present administration; not
only to those measures which have proved
Old tricks !—We understand that a cercn
fAfot i < I in in I tri
so prejudicial
to tUn
the business nf*
oftlia
the nnniitrv
country, 1 tarn U. S. officer contemplates erecting severbut also to very many of their transactions a| buildings, for the accommodation of stick
which strongly wear the appearance of fraud, as may want a tenement—terms easy-perNow, sir, every man, who feels any sense 1 haps rent free. Wonder why he don’t adof moral obligation, will come forward and I vertise for “ contracts.” The dwelling housendeavor to act in that manner which seems es novv owned by him must be pretty much
best calculated to remove the present evils i engaged, as, we are told, he offered one of
under which we suffer, and likewise prevent i them to two different individuals the same
greater evils from taking place. We have day.—We learn, too, that a most benevolent
some men in our vicinity, who probably I vejn ¡n this Inan»s heart hag bee|1 struck,
never carred a vote in their lives, who feel it j and that he is dispensing his gifts most libertheir duty, under the present distressing state ally-the good things of this life, and the
of things, to come forward on the approach-| * needful,’ even, are distributed with a lavish
mg election and cast their votes, and thus hand—say a bushel of corn to one—a few
show that they will set their faces against bushels of potatoes to another, a dollar bill
wickedness in whatever form it comes.
I to a third, and so on
“ It does beat all na
1 have made the above statement that you ! ture” to see how kind and benevolent and
may know the truth of the case, and as I he- j sociable this man is at times,—but that which
lieye you love truth, you may have it in your- “ strikes us with the greatest amazement” is,
power to contradict the above false report ' that these “ good fits come over him” gener
whenever it ihay he circulated in your place.! ally twice a year—just before election.
1 am, dear sir, Yours truly,
Town meeting seems to cure them complete
CHARLES TRAFTON.
ly, and he somehow forgets all his kind prom
ises—discontinues his good gifts, and doesn’t
Whig Conventions and Nominations.—A HPPear to know half the people he meets as
„ lug
i • convention
.
,•
rfor j
i Senatorial
c
. • i Dis . he, passes
along the streets. His conduct .usw
Lincoln
■
e
! ed to occasion considerable speculation, — but
tnct met at Wiscasset on the 1st inst.—About it excites little notice now. Some think it is
500 persons were in attendance, between 3 owing to a physical derangement, others at
tribute it to political calculation. We don’t
and 400 of whom were actual delegates.
pretend to know which is right.
The Convention nominated Messrs. Johnson
Jaques, of Bowdoin, William M. Reed of
(t/^The Portland Advertiser states that in
Phipsburg, James Erskine of Bristol, and 1837, seventeen settlers on a township on the
Isaac Reed of Waldoboro, for State Senators, Aroostook raised 6000 bushels of good, clean,
and Asa F. Hall, for County Treasurer.—A merchantable wheat—yielding between 31
and 32 bushels the acre ! Twice as much
Convention for the Congressional District will be raised in the same township this
was held at the same place on the same day. season.
Hon. Benjamin Randall of Bath Was nomi
NORTH CAROLINA ELECTION.
nated as a candidate for Congress. The Con..
i >
, •»
r,
»niiuuicr
ivioru.—iveim
u» irom
Another rVictory.
Returns
from eicveri
eleven
vention was addressed by Messrs. George
,
• ...
t
»•
J
15 Counties in this btate give 4100 votes for
Evans of Gardiner and John Holmes of Dudley, Whig, and 2610 for Branch, the LoThomaston, (late of Alfred.)
co-foco candidate for Governor.
In 1836the Whigs had in the same Coun‘ ‘ jg a net
A Convention for Hancock and Washing- ties4088 and the tories 5842, tnakin
ton Congressional District and for the sev gain since 1836 of THREE THOUSAND
TWO HUNDRED AND FORTY-FOUR.
enth Senatorial District, was held at Cher
In the Legislature, the whigs have from
ryfield on the 31st uh. It was very fully the eleven counties, 21 members and the to
attended. Mr. Noyes was nominated for re nes 19. In 1836, the whigs had 20 and the
election to Congress with the utmost unanim tories 20.

ity ;—Lucius Q. C. Bowles, of Machias, was
fly^The words “ federal" and “ federalist”
unanimously nominated for the Senate. An occur 22 times in a communication of little
drew Peters of Ellsworth was appointed del more than half a column, in the last Democrat.
Powerful reasoning !
egate to the National Convention.
A convention, composed of between 5 and
700 good whigs and true, for Somerset Sena
torial District, was held at Norridgewock on
the 9th inst. Daniel Steward, jr. of Anson
and Milford P. Norton of Canaan were nom
inated for the Senate, and Mark S. Blunt for
County Treasurer. A series of spirited res
olutions were adopted and the Convention
was eloquently addressed by several gentle
men.

Fire.—The Cassimere factory at Sanford
corner, owned by the Sanford Manufactur
ing Company, was destroyed by fire on Tues
day night last, together with between 2 or 3
tons of wool.—The fire originated in the Dye
House. Loss about $16,000—Insurance
$12,000.
TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

A communication in relation to the five in
dividuals in Wells, who declare that they
have not seceded from the administration
party, is under consideration.
The request of a correspondent to repub
lish an article from the Portland Advertiser,
in reference to Mr. Fairfield’s vote on Mr. Pat
ton’s resolution, shall be complied with. We
are obliged to omit it this week.
The communication over the signature of
“ Many” was received too late for insertion
to-day.

A whig convention for Oxford met in
Paris on the 9th. Zadoc Long was nom
inated as a candidate for Congress ;—Daniel
Tyler, jr. of Brownfield and Simeon Barrett
of Livermore for State Senators ; Simeon
Norris of Parris for County Treasurer. Sev
eral pertinent resolutions and a very able Ad
[communicated.]
dress to the People were reported by Com
CANDID CONFESSION.
mittees appointed to prepare them, and unan
« The struggle on the part of the democra
imously adopted.
cy, is to bring the Government back to the
position intended for it by the framers of the
Constitution, to fix its operations within the
(f'r’The whigs of Cumberland held a con limitations prescribed by that instrument.”
vention at Gray on Wednesday last. About
»Saco Democrat of the 15th inst.
600 persons attended, nearly 400 of whom
It seems then, by the admission of the
were delegates. A noble spirit animated all Democrat, that the Government under the
present.
EZEKIEL WHITMAN, was administration of Gen. Jackson, and of the
man who has promised to tread in his foot
nominated for Member of Congress, having steps, has strayed from the position intended
379 of 380 votes cast. Messrs. John Neal of for it by the framers of the Constitution, and
Portland, Joseph Lufkin of Pownal, Joshua that its operations are now without the limi
Parsons of Minot and Thomas Perley of Na tations prescribed by that instrument.
Who then are the democracy who are
ples, were nominated for State Senators, and struggling to bring the Government back ?
Alpheus Shaw of Portland for County Treas
The whigs, to be sure. rThe
"‘
whole is
Without meaning on any other supposition.
urer.

COMMUNIO ATIONS»

i

“ Answer ajool according to his folly
For the Gazette & Palladium.
[“ Mr. Lf in reply to the question ip the Ar
EXTRAVAGANCE~OF THE GOVERN gus “ whether he knows a man that hoisted a
j British flag oh the 4ih of July;” says
that
MENT.
„_____
By the official statement Of the Secretary ' be knows of but two flags that were hoisted
of the Treasury it appeal's, that the expendi- on
— that day—oile with 13 stars and‘ nf4
26
lures of the Government during the 12 years stripes, and the other a small red pennant;
of Mr. Monroe and J. Q. Adams’ administra abodt eight inches ’ wide, with the word
Whig'^ in large capitals and three Stars oh
tions amounted to $124,405,460 04 and during
the eight years of Gen. Jackson’s administra it ;—that he does not know what individual
tion, the expenditures were $145,792,737 80, put them up, but thinks tliat writer cah
which shows an excess of expenditure m 8 obtain the desired teinforinatioh by inquiring
years, above the preceding 12 years, ol $21,- of J. T. P. which .means, beifig interpreted;
387,277 76, and this is a specimen of the e- “ Huge Paw”— the “ plain man” what ‘'gets
conomy, frugality and reform promised the his living by the siceat ofhis brow" wiih the
people when Gen. Jackson came into office. help of a little snug Post-office, lo Say noth
But this is not all. Mr. Van Buren came into ing of Pettifogging, Shaving, Law-making,
&c.—the man whose slumbers are at
power with a pledge to tread in the footsteps
of his predecessor.
And how well he has times so miich disturbed, (particularly just
redeemed his promise in one particular, will before election) by horrid “ dreams" about
be seen by the fact, that the first year of his “ Feds,” “ Tory-whig»” and witches that lie
administration has coSt the people of this is afraid to sleep alone when it thunders ; and
Country $33.554,341, while the expenses of whose virtuous indignation was recently ex
the last year of Mr. Adams’ administration cited against the “ Shapleigh Fools.” This
were.only $13,296,041 45, making an excess of man, he thinks, will furnish him with the re
expenditure by Mr. Van Buren for 1837, over quired scandal to any.. amount.
___
But should
Mr. Adams’ last year, of the enormous sum of..................
he fail here, he had better apply to Mr.
$20,258,300. Now we would ask the people ’ C * * * * *—the Eaves-dropper, whose direc
of Maine to look at this and ponder it well. tion he can obtain by calling on the exWe would ask every candid citizen just to , “ scribe to widows"— him of the “sleek lit
recollect, how much reform and retrench tle head,” that looks, for all the world, like a
ment we were promised, and now examine “ peeled onion."
what the practical result has been. Of this
Any thing more, Mic, eh ?
vast expenditure, we wôtdd inquire; in the lan
guage of a whig member of Congress, “ How
Notice.
much has Come home to the dwellings and
The Whigs of Kennebunk port, one and
business of the people ? How much has left all, are requested to meet at the Methodist
its impress upon the pgripattent features of Meeting house on Saco Rond, oh Thursday,
the country ? Where can thé industrious the 30in day of August inst. at two o’clock
classes put their fingers upon the investment P. M. to select a candidate to represent the
of it, and say, these things will benefit our town in the next Legislature ; and to transact
selves and our children ?” Has not much of such other business as may come before thetii.
it gone into the pockets of office holders, and
Per order of the town Committee.
favorite agents and contractors ? Has not
Kennebunk port, August 17, 1838.
much been wasted on useless experiments or
squandered upon the worthless minions of the
HYMENEAL.
administration ? And has not much more
still gone into the bands of Bankrupt sub
.MARRIED.—In Portland, Ì3th, Mr. R. R.
treasurers ? Let every Elector then serious Robinson, to Miss Caroline W Caldwell.
In Biddeford, Mr. Jonathan Parker, Jr. to
ly consider whether he will lend his support
to such an administration, by voting for John Miss Eliza A. Bolton.
Fairfield, or with the true independence of a
OBITUARY
Freeman oppose such extravagance and cor
ruption, by giving his suffrage to our worthy
DIED.—In Portland, 8th, Miss Olive L.,
and patriotic Chief Magistrate, Edward youngest daughter of the late John Patten, Esq.
aged 20 years.
Kent.
A FARMER.
For the Gäzette & Palladium.

A neighboring paper, called the Maine
Democrat, which might be more appropri
ately called the Abomination of Desolation,
fell in my way a few days since, and it is dif
ficult to conceive how so large a quantity of
falsehood and stupidity could he crowded into
so small a space. These tory, loco-foco, hir
ed sentinels, who are barking and yelping and
cannot write out a sentence without contra
dicting themselves, may very properly be lik
ened to the scuttle fish, which, when pursu
ed, will leave an odoriferous substance be
hind, in order to bewilder their pursuers.
They are laboring hard to make the people
believe there are no desertions from their par
ty, but, sir, if they will ask we will furnish
them with two or three dozen of very res
pectable names almost within reach of their
stupid and short sighted noddles.
Do these
hireling Tories, or modern white-washed
Democrats, suppose the people are prepared
to give up their judgments and the experi
ence of half a century, and drink in such
slang and falsehood as are continually issu
ing from the furnaces of these Tory Loco-foco
presses ?
If they think so indeed, four
weeks will convince them they have mista
ken the spirit and genius of the citizens of
Maine. Sir, myself, with many others of the
sons of Neptune, of the Jeffersonian and
Madisonian Republicans, in the last war with
England, were zealous in support of the ad
ministration, took up arms in defence of our
invaded rights, and made up our minds to
stand or fall with our country and our whole
country. But the fortune of war cast us into
a British prison, in a foreign land, and what,
sir, do you suppose the Tories of that day
were doing ?
Well, sir, I can tell you.
They were praying,—don’t be frightened, sir,
—they did actually pray, earnestly and really,
as many can testily at this day,—ihey prayed
that we might be kept shut up in a British
prison for daring to lili our unholy hands against their friends—they prayed that our
army and navy might be defeated and ta
ken—they rejoiced at all our misfortunes,
and mourned whenour enemies were defeat
ed. And now, sir, if men will open their
eyes and use their senses, they will find the
very men here described,—there may be
some exceptions, but nearly all, toa man;—
leaders in the modern Democratic party.
Well, sir, the war ended, and the Americans
having come honorably out of it, the Tories
were chapfallen —hope lingered and was ex
piring, when a phenomenon appeared.
Be
hold a star arose, and where,—in the east?
No. The elements were thrown into chaos,
the order of nature was inverted.
Lo, a star
in the west, and what was it? A man.a mil
itary chieftain, who could scourge and coerce
cities and corporations with the point of the
bayonet, could bang up citizens without judge
or jury — who could shoot down unoffending
American soldiers, for no other offence
than wishing to return to their families after
their term of service had expired. This, sir,
was a character suited to the condition of
such men as have been described above, and
thither they set their faces, and under his
banner rallied at that day, sir. The curse
that fell on the builders of Babel fell on the
American people, and if the languages were
not confounded, political principles were.
New sides were to be chosen. Then, sir, the
tories and aristocrats from the Republican
ranks formed under the western luminary,
while the moderate Federalists, with the true
republicans, rallied and united under the
standard of the long-standing and tried Re
publicans. Such men were Adams, Clay
and Gallatin, whom such mén as Madison,
Monroe and every true American delight
to honor. And now, sir, what have been the
effects x>f this wandering star’s sweeping
over our planet out of the order of nature—
tail foremost. It has spread desolation over
this fair portion of our globe, and poisoned
the fountain head of all the fair streams of
prosperity of our whole nation, and dried
and withered the resources of our national
revenue. But, sir, a better day has dawned
upon us—a star has come to view in the east,
in her natural position—her rays have pene
trated and scatter light to the far west, and
it is to be hoped and is confidently expected
she will continue to rise and shine, until her
light shall wholly dispel those pernicious
nocturnal mists and vapours from the whole
face of the United Stales.

«ri r • ii'iinTiwmi-iiaii I.... '

^or the kenneiwhh Gaaette;

. In Limerick, Aug. 5, John Morrill, Esq. in his
92d year—being the oldest inhabitant in that
town, of which he was one of the first settlers ;
and where he had resided upwards of 55 years,
universally respectfully esteemed, as an upright^
honest, industrious citizen, friend and neighbor ;
and we may add, according to human judgment, a
steady, consistent Christian.
In Kittery, Raymon R. Cutts, aged 19, son of
Mr. Richard Cutts. He went out early on
Thursday morning to work, but was brought in
dead in less than an hour, having probably died
in a fit.
In Kittery, Capt. James Brown, aged 79.
In Cornish, 1st inst. Mrs. Nancy, wife of Mr.
John Clark, aged 53 years.
in Saco, !3lh inst. a child of James M. and
Charlotte Deering, aged 16 days.
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ÖTICES.

At a Court of Prohate held at Kennebunk, with
in and/or the County of York, on the first
Monday in August', in the year of our Lord
eigh teen hundred and thirty eight, by the Hon.
WM. A., HAYES, Judge of said Court ¿
NATHAN D. APPLETON, administrator
Id the estate of John Griffin, late of Al
fred, in said county, deceased, having present
ed hi§ first account of administration of the es
tate of said deceased for allowance ; and
also his private account against said estate .
ORDERED—That the said administrator
give notice to all persons interested; by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Kenne
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, id
said County, that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court to be held at Alfred in sáid coun
ty, oh the first Monday of September next;
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
cause, if any they have, why the Same should
not be allowed.
Attest, John 8keele, Register.
A true copy,—Attest,
John Skeele, Register:
August 11.
Ata Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with
in and for the County of York, on thefirst
Monday in August, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and thirty eight, by the
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Court
UNICE TAYLOR, administratrix of the
estate of Elias S. Taylor, late of Kerrnebunk-port, in said county, deceased, having
presented her first account of administratiori
of the estate of said deceased for allowance:
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk; in said county,'
that they may appear at a Probate Court td
be held at Alfred, in said county, On the first
Monday of September next, at ten of the
clock m the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
they have; why the same should not be al
lowed.
Attest,—John Skeele, Register.
A true copy—Attest,
John Skeèle, Register.

E

August 11.

ÀI ci Court of Probalehetdat Kennebunk, with
in, and for the County of York, on the first.
Monday in August, in the year oj bur Lord
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the Hom
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
LIZABETH CLARK, administratrix of
l^e estate of Edward Clark, late of
Wells, in said county, deceased, having pre
sented her first account of administration of
the estate of said deceased for allowance :
ORDERED—-That the said administratrix
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing a Copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively mi the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county/
that they may appear ata Probate Court to
be held at Alfred; in said county, on the
first Monday of September next, at ten of thè.
clock in the forenóon; and shew cause, if
any they have, why the same Should hot be
allowed.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.

E

A true copy—Attest,

John Skeele, Register.
August 11.
Ansrust 5—Sloop Pacific, Oaks, Boston ;
7—brig Overmann, Gould, Ponce, Porto Rico;
Socket-ESook
9—sloop Brilliant, Soule, Portland;
OST, on Wednesday, 8th inst. between’
sch. Moro, »Mitchell, Boston ;
Wells and Saco, a Calf skin PocketJ2—sch. Grape, Ward, do ;
Book, containing a hundred dollar bill, ort
15— sch. Jane-Bourne, Perkins, dn. ;
Blackstone Canal Bank, Providence,—thirty
16— «loop Brilliant, Soule, Portland ;
or fifty dollars, in fives and perhaps one or
17— sch. Moro, Mitchell, Boston ;
two tens, all Rhode Island money, excepting
sloop Pacific, Oaks, do.
arrived.

JLost.

L

SAILED.

Aug 6—Schs Jane-Bourne, Perkins, Boston ;
Grape, Ward, do. ;
Moro, Mitchdl, do. ;
]2—sloops Brilliant, Soule, Portland ;
Pacific, Oaks, Boston ;
13—schs Nile, Ward, do.
Moro, Mitchell, do ;
Ready to sail—sch. Jane-Bourne, Perkins,
Boston

two fives on a Portsmouth Bank,—a memo
randum book,—and it is believed a otfe dol
lar Taunton bill.
Whoever has found said
Pocket Book and will return it, with its con
tents, to the office of the Kennebu nk Gazette,
shall be handsomely rewarded for their hon
esty and trouble.
OLIVER K. WILBUR.
August 8, 1838.

memoranda.

Saco, August, 9—Ar. schs. Phaeton, Pike,
Boston ; Register, Locke, Rye ; 10th, sloop Jo
seph, Tarbox. Gloucester ; 14th, sloop Volant,
Chase, Brunswick.—Sid. August 8, schs. Maine,
Smith, Boston ; D’Wolf, Emery, do ; 9th, sch.
Packet, Hartley, do ; 11th, schs Ädno, Murch,
do. ; German, Cattrel, Beverly; Register, Locke,
Rye ; 12th, schs Hero, Benson, Gloucester ; Kö
ret, Hill, Boston ; Isabella, Stevenson, Provi
dence ; Charles, Hill, Boston.
Cid at Boston, 10th, ship York, Larrabee,
New Orleans.

AT COST.

Alfred Academy.
FfNHE Fall Term of this Institution will
A commence on Thursday the 13th day
of September next. Mr. George P. Jefferds;
a member of the Senior class in Bowdoin
College, has been engaged by the Trustees to
take charge of the Academy as Preceptor.
N. I). A PPLETON, Sec’y.
Alfred, August 7,1838.

Cider Vinegar,

OR sale by

FAugust

WILLIAM LORD & Co.
11, 1838.

HE subscribers, wishing to dispose of
COOKING STOVE.
their remaining stock of Goods as soon
Cooking Stove, marked “ C. W.” was5
as possible, will sell them in fqture at Cost
brought from Boston, in the schooner
for Cash.
O. M. WHITE & Co.
Ploiighboy of this port, on the 22d of May,
Kennebnnk-port, August 18, 1838.
1837, and remains in the possession of the
subscriber, unclaimed. The owner is request
WEW CHEESE.
ed to prove property, pay charges and take'
HE subscribers have just received a few it away* Apply to
casks of prime Western cheese
EBENEZER WEBBER»
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
Kennebunk, August 11, 1838.
August 15,1838.

T

A

T

Carriage Manufactory,

BUSHELS OF OATS
wanted by
W. LAIGHTON.
August 18.

Administratrix s Sale,
O be sold at Auction by order of Court,
on Friday the thirty-first day of August
instant, at the store of Bryant & Warren
Kennebunk, at one o'clock, P. M. so much of
the real estate of George Hussey, deceased,
as will raise the sum $170—consisting of a
lot of wood land situated in Kennebunk port,
containing about twelve acres more or less,
adjoining land of John Lord.and others, being
the same the deceased purchased of. D. C.
Burleigh.
A. WARREN, Atfcuoneer.
Kennebunk, Aug. 8,1838.

T

Sheriff5 s Sale.
«• rPAKEN on Execution in fa’ •*• vour of James Lord of Ken
nebunk, in said county, trader, all the right in
equity which Rufus Day, of Sanford, in said
___ ‘_______
J
* ”
county, yeoman,
has to redeem
the
Farm oni
which he now lives, situated in said Sanford,
on the road leading from Kennebunk to San
ford corner, and the same will be gold at
Public Vendue at the store of Bryant and
Warren in said Kennebunk, oh Saturday the
first day of September next, at two o’clock in
afternoon ; the same being under the incum
brance of a mortgage.
A. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
August 10, 1838.
Vn_

in

C. W. KIMBALL

OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly
occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it
up in good order for the above named busi
ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG
GONS, of any style, built to order and war
ranted.
—also—

W

Chaise Impairing & Painting

done at short notice and on the most reasona
ble terms.
—also—
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to
the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly
on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be
purchased in this State. Various kinds of
LUMBER taken in part payment.
March 28, 1838.

JOHNSON has removed his stock of

B • Drugs, and Medicines, &c, to the
building opposite the York County House, in

Alfred, where he will continue to keep con
stantly on hand, and for sale on good terms, a
good assortment of articles in his line»
Alfred, July 30, 1838.

gaged their mills Ibr all they are worth.. Th®
Br» Br:mdi‘Cth s
;
N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a
Steamer Portemotitli,
present right to flow holds in great danger of vegetable universal PILLS I
certain state of the mind accompanied
destruction
large
tracts
of
valuable
live
tim

~~
THE BLISS'oFhOME
ESTABLISHED IN 1751.
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
ber. Such soils contain so much fibrous and
Science should contribute to health.
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
BY THOMAS SHREVE.
¡woody matter, that in dry seasons heavy
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
Methinka I’ve cast full twenty years aside
Mine be the joy which gleams around
fires may burn and ruin the soil as well as
And arn again a boy. Every breath
medical writers supposed this disease to be
The hearth where pure affections dwell—
the dead timber.
Of air that trembles through the window bears
confined to those particular regions of the ab
Where love, enrobed in smiles, is found,
Spring freshets deposite much fertility on
Unusual odor.—Proctor s Mirancola.
And wraps his spirit with its spell.
domen, technically called hypochondria,
low intervales. To encourage the draining FI^HE unprecedented success which has
which are situated on the right or left side of
I would not seek excitement’s whirl,
and improvement of such lands is good poli A
resulted horn the adoption of Branthat cavity, whence comes the name hypoWhere pleasure wears her tinsel crown,
cy. Lowering the water level but a few inch dreth’s Fills, during a period of upwards of 85 CAPTAIN SETli M. TRIPE3 chondriasis.
And passion’s billows upward curl,
es, where the stream is like a canal drain years, the numerous extraordinary cures
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
AAA VING been coppered, fitted with al
’¿Neath hatred’s darkly gathering frown.
through a tract of meadow land, will make (• which they have performed upon hundreds -OL
mast and sail, and put in the most symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
the
surface
soil
on
the
whole
meadow,
es1
' of individuals whom they have rescued from complete order, will commence her regular bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas,
Th® dearest boon from Heaven above,
sentially drier and better adapted
lor grasses ‘ ujinogl inevitable death WrrWM»
after they
bad been trips for this season, on Tuesday 15th inst. modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal*
is bliss which brightly hallows hom® ;
•
»• U
»»»VJ
than from a firm sward,
’Tis sunlight to the world of love,
At a hgnt expense {)ronouneeij incurable by the must eminent of leaving Win. Sheafe’s wharf, Portsmouth,' pitations, and often an utter inability oi fixing
t/m
Will
■
.
I
I
•
i I •
for draining in that way, lands too wet will the faculty«—warrants the proprietor
And life's pare wine without its fo&tfi.
ot this
the attent on. upon any subject of importance
become firm, which before seemed a perfect Vegetable, Universal Medicine, in warmly and every Monday, Wednesday and Friday or engaging in anything that demands vigor
There h a sympathy of heart
mire. At the outlet of such tracts naturally I Conscientiously recommending it to the es morning, at 7 o’clock, and arriving at Bos or courage. Also languidness—the mind be
ton about I o’clock, in season for the Provi-|
Which consecrates the social shrine,
collect in the stream obstructions easily re-1 pecial notice of the public*
deuce Railroad Cars ; and, returning, will , comes irritable,, thoughtful, desponding, met—
Robs grief of gloom and doth impart
moved where no advantage is taken to flow
Dr» Brandreth wishes mankind to consider leave Foster’s wharf, Boston, every Tuesday,) ®nG*lo|y» «nd dejected, accompanied with a
A joy of gladness all divine.
and keep up the head water. During a con) this truth, that health solely depends on the
Thursday and Saturday morning al 7 o’clock,(i total derangement
.... . ............ * of the nervous system,-.
troversy to settle the damages, the right to state oi purity in which the blood is kept, ev
It glances from the kindling eye,
and arrive at Portsmouth about I o’clock, and The mental feelings and peculiar train of
flow
and
so
prevent
all
fair
chance
to
exam

Which o’er affection sleepless tends—•
ery part of the body being supplied daily with in season for the Portland stage.
ideas that haunt the imagination and overine the facilities for draining, operates op- !
It gives deep pathos to the sigh
I new blood from the food consumed, conse
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite dn
Lines
of
Stages
from
Dover,
South
Ber

Which anguish from the bosom rends.
pressively upon the owners of the land flow-1 quently, according to the pureness oi the
versity. The wisest and best of men areas
wick
and
Great
Falls,
have
also
been
estab

ed.
open to this affliction as the weakest.
| blood, so must the state of the body be more lished to meet the boat at Portsmouth.
It plays around the smiling lip,
It is not correct policy to destroy good i■ or less healthy. To obtain, therefore, the Fare between Portsmouth and Boston, SI 50
TREATM ENT.—The principal objects of
When love bestows the greeting kies,
land to increase water power in a country most direct purifier of the blood, is a question
And sparkles in each cup we sip
n
”
SI 75 treatment are to remove indigestion and
Dover and Boston,
where
a
great
amount
of
water
power
runs
Round the domestic board of bliss !
of no little importance to every individual.
S. Berwick and Boston, $1 75 strengthen the body, and to enliven the Spir
»
to waste. During the proper season of the
That Brandteih’s Pills are the most direct
Great Falls and Boston, $2 00 its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
Let others seek in wealth or fam®,
year, it would be well to devote to agriculture purifiers ot the blood, there will be no doubt
A splendid path whereon to tread
Careful zXgents and convenient Stores have ly hours, regular meals^ and pleasant corp
a greater proportion of the labor devoted to j when it is considered that they have gained
l’d rather wear a lowlier name,
also
been provided at each end of the line. versation. The bowels (if costive) being care
lumbering? a!)d 1° saw less when we ought to ! their ¡»resent very extensive sale by their own
With love’s enchantment round it shed.
The
agents will be in attendance during all fully regulated by the occasional use ofg
sow and plant. There need be no fear but intrinsic merit ; proved by the numerous cures
We know nothing better
the
business
hours, and goods delivered to mild aperient.
we can saw all the logs and lumber to be which they have accomplished in every vari
Fame’s but a light to gild the grave,
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wtrn
them
will
be
forwarded
at
the
customary
rate
And Wealth can never calm the breast,
had. The difficulty is to raise enough of ety of diseases.
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
of freight, and without any charge for stor
But Love., a halcyon on Life’s wave,
grain and grass.
tain in their operation. The bowels being
The peculiar action of these pills is most age.
Hath power to soothe its strifes to rest^
While the temperature is too cold for veg surprising ; their operations being more or
From about the middle of June to the once cleansed his inestimable Camomile
etation, say from late in October to early in less powerful according to the pureness of the middle of August, the Portsmouth will ply Pills, fwhieh are tonic, anodyne and antb
STATE OF MAINE*
circulating fluid. On a person in fair state of between Boston and Nahant every Tuesday, spasmodic) are an infallible remedy and
may, flowing is a benefit
May,
beneht ; hence a security
seci
health, who is only costive or slightly bilious Thursday, and Saturday afternoon.
without dispute have proved a great blessing
House of Representatives, Feb. 2, 1838.
for consent as to that portion of the year.
The Joint Select Committee to whom was
There being much land highly productive they will be scarcely felt;on the contrary, if
Ships towed in or out of harbor, and water to the numerous public.
referred an order of January 30th, directing naturally, or capable of being made so, in the complaint be chronic, and the constitution
Some physicians have recommended g
them to inquire into the expediency of a- jured by flowing, your committee are of opin be much deranged, they generally, at first, are parties attended to every afternoon, if re free use of mercury but it should not be re¿
quested.
Apply
to
GEORGE
DENNETT,
mendmg the statutes for the support and reg ion that the provisions of our statutes on that powerful, until the system be freed from some
sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag.
ulation of Mills, have had the subject under subject ought to be repealed or modified, and oi its most vitiated and turgid humors. This Agent, Portsmouth—WM. S. TULLOCK, gravate the symptoms.
Agent,
Boston.
consideration, and respectfully
npHE D1FFERENCE.-It cannot be dereport a bill herewith submitted.
i accomplished, doses sufficient to cause two or
May 18.
REPORT,
A
tried that vyhilst many medicinet
THOS. SAWYER, Jr. Chairman.
i three copious evacuations daily, will soon re
That the first statute in Massachusetts al
move the disease, and the constitution will be
which are recommended to the public, have
tering the common law as to flowing, was
restored to a state of health and renewed
not even the negative merit of harmlessness/
STATE OF MAINE.
passed in 1713 wherein the preamble recites In the year of our Lord one thousand eight vigor.
•NOTICE
there are others which it would be great in
“ That it bath been found by experience that
justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in
These Pills are recommended by thousands
hundred and thirty-eight.
when some persons in this Province have An ACT in addition to an Act entitled an of persons whom they have cured of Con F II RE subscribe/ having contracted with volve, untried, in a common condemnation.
the town of Kennebunk, to support And when a medicine, comes endorsed with
been at great cost and expenses for building Act for the support and regulation of Mills. sumption, Influenza. Colds, Indigestion, Dys -Sof mills serviceable for the public good and
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of pepsia, Headache, Pains, and a sense of full the poor of said town for one year, hereby all the great names that have adorned the
benefit of the town or considerable neigh Representatives. in Legislature assembled, ness in the back part of the bead, usually the gives notice, that he has made suitable pro annals of the medical profession, and war
borhood in or near to which they have been That all the sections, from section 1st to sec symptoms of the apoplexy, Jaundice, Fever vision for them, and hereby forbids all per ranted by the seal and signature of long and
erected, that in raising a suitable head of wa tion 11th, both inclusive, of an Act approved and Ague,bilious, typhus, and common Fevers sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers uniform success, its proprietor makes no un
ter for that service, it hath sometimes so hap February 8th, 182'1, entitled an Act for the of all kinds, Asthma, Gout, Rheumatism, ner of said town on his account or on account of reasonable demand Upon the public confi
pened that some small quantity of lands or
support and regulation of Mills, and an Act vous diseases, Liver complaints, Pleurisy, in the town, as he will pay no bill for their dence, when he claims for it a superior con
meadows have been thereby flowed and
sideration.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
additional thereto, approved February 14th, ward weakness, depression of the spirits, Rup support.
demnilied, not belonging to the owners of
Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
ly
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
1824, be repealed ; to take effect from and af tures, Inflammation, sore Eyes, Fits, Palsy,
such mills, whereby several controversies ter the 10th day of May next, provided, nev Dropsy, Small Pox, Measles, Croup, Coughs,
Dr. Wm, Evansis undeniably entitled to this
have arisen.”
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical aw-¡
Cttiackery,
ertheless, that the same remain in force, for Whooping Cough, Quinsy, Cholic, Cholera
The evil then was that some persons own
HE most barefaced- and villainous, is -so thority in existence condemns it, every medi
the recovery of damages incurred before that Morbus, Gravel, Worms, Dysemary, Deaf
ing small lots of meadow land stood in the
common, that persons afflicted with LIN cal practitioner that is acquainted with it,
ness, ringing noises in the Head, King’s Evil,
time, as though this Act had not passed.
way of erecting mills, which in the then
GERING COMPLAINTS, are often imposed
freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues j
Scrofula, Erysipelas or St. Anthony’s Fire,
House of Representatives, ?
weakness of the country was a great effort,
on
by
pretended
cure-alls, and have reason for and that the latter should do so in opposition
Sall Rheum, White Swellings, Ulcers, some of
Feb. 10, 1838.
$
and a commendable public enterprise. The
the
most
heart-rending
suspense,
but
when
1
to their personal interests, must be attributed
Read and referred to the next Legislature, thirty years standing, Cancers, Tumors,
announce that,—
If after giving them at
evil is now, that men in the lumbering busi
and, with the accompanying Report, ordered swelled feet and legs, Piles, Costiveness, all fair trial for the complaints specified below, they either to their candor and love of truth, or to
ness flow and render unproductive thousands
eruptions of the Skin, frightful Dreams, Fe prove useless the money shall be refunded,” it their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob
to be printed in the public papers.
of acres of good land not their own.
male Complaints of every kind, especially ob is presumed, that they will not hesitate about servation, and the testimony of thousands.
E.
A.
ALLEN,
Speaker.
Thus we see how a principle in violation
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
Read and concurred.
structions, relaxations, &c.
trying my
of natural rights began in Massachusetts,
his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis
N. S. LITTLEFIELD, President.
AMERICAN RENOVATING PILLS,
The
thousands
who
use
and
recommend
which has descended to us in Maine like a
Copy,Attest:
Wm. Trafton,
these Pills, is a proof positive of their extra an invaluable remedy for all Bilious, Consump eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
hereditary disease. The same principle has
Secretary of the Senate.
ordinary
and beneficial effects. They in fact tive and Dropsieal complaints, and a sure cure mits that they will not. He lays no claim to
extended to Rhode Island, and been adopted
the Dropsy, except that of the bead, unless the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,”
assist
nature,
to do all she can in the curing for
there to increase water power for factory
the patipnt has been tapped or saturated with and wishes nobody to believe that be sells
of
every
form
and
symptom
of
the
one
only
purposes.
In all the other Northern and DR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S
mercurial preparations, either of which renders
BIT
disease, to which the human frame is sub a cure doubtful, though such cases have been the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he
TERS, OF SOUTH READING.
Middle States, extending as far south as to
does believe, and he can prove,, that in debil
ject, namely—impurity of the blood, or in cured by them.
MASS.
include Maryland, Ohio and Indiana, and al
ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
other words, an impure state of the fluids.
These Pills are composed of a great variety of
so in South Carolina and Georgia, flowing
diseases ofalI kinds ; in weakness of the di
remains a common law. In the other South FBI HE most safe and effectual family medi- These Pills do indeed ‘ assist Nature’ to all simple physical and restorative medicines, and gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
they have effected the most astonishing cures
ern States flowing is permitted by statutes, A
cine for diseases which it proposes to she can do for the purification of the human when “ Regular Physicians” and every thing whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
but proceedings to authorize it precede the cure, that has ever been discovered. The body ; yet there are numerous persons whose else
had failed, the patient having been given up dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
right to flow. After hearing all parties in different roots and rare plants composing cases are so bad, and whose bodies are so to die ; and testimonials are continually being re purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
much
debilitated,
that
all
that
can
reasonably
terested in proper cases, there, the Courts this
______________________
________ ___
medicine have been collected
and preceived, showing their wonderful efficacy in pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
permit flowing, setting forth in their decree pared with great care by Dr. S. O. Richii’d- be expected is temporary relief, nevertheless building up debilitated constitutions and secur ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
some
Who
have
commenced
using
the
Pills
the terms and limitations.
■
ing the Health I
son, son and- successor of Dr. N. Richardson.
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
under the most trying circumstances of bodi
A full statement of extraordinary facts, direc
The Constitution of Maine secures the The distinguished character of these Bitters,
ly affliction, when almost every other reme tions to Consumptive persons, and Certificates, which is brought on by intemperance ; in
right of aequifiog and possessing property, is most striking, their operation being more dy had been altogether unavailing, have been
the wretched horrors of mind and body which
may be found in a pamphlet, a copy of which ac
except that private property may be taken or
~”jless [powerful,
‘ ‘ according
“
’
*to“ the violence of
accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap
restored
to
health
and
happiness
by
their
companies each box.
for public use, with just compensation. Here the disease. When used in appropriate quan use.
A box of 2 ounces is sold at the very low petite, langour, melancholy, pains in ths
is a condition without which private property tity, in cases of slight derangements of the
price
of 50 cents, and to prevent imposition the head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
may not be taken. Hence in all practical stomach and bowels, caused by costiveness
names of all persons, who are made agents for uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
cases orders of notice ought to be sent out, or a slight bilious complaint, and the like, JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
selling them, will be found annexed to my ad- state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
that all parties interested may come forward where nature needs assistance toprevent more
verlisement in the State paper for the time be- others mentioned in the bills of directions
Saco
and
Biddeford,
McIntire
&
Beck,
serious
consequences,
they
will
scarcely
be
ing.
TESTIMONIALS.
and shew cause why their property ought
given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY
Though I prefer that the success of my Pills that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
not to be taken, or to be heard on settling felt ; on the contrary, in obstinate cases they —Sub Agent, Selucus Adams;
Lyman,
William
Huntress;
should
rest
on
their
own
intrinsic
uierits,
I
an

the just compensation.
However it may operate more powerful, causing two or three
terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
nex the following as specimens of the many cer
have been formerly, any further increase of evacuations daily, until the circulating fluid
FAMILY PILLS, ¿the best known) which
tificates
I
have
on
hand.
Sanford,
Eliot
Tibbets
;
mills at this day stands about in the same re becomes purified. This accomplished, they
aie sold with them, will effect immediate re
Emery
’
s
Mills,
Aaron
Webber
;
lation as to public use, with wharves, stores act on the system in connection with our
Cumberland, Aug. 2d, 1837
lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial,
Acton Corner, Stephen Merrill ;
food, receiving mutual assistance until the
This may certify that in the spring of 1829, I a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
and hotels.
Lebanonj
Libbey
&
Wood
;
was seized with a fever, which afterwards a doubt by daily testimonies which would
We are of opinion that the statutes author constitution is restored to a state of health.
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
brought on the Dropsy.
After trying several be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
izing one man, without a preliminary in This medicine is of such a nature that it may
North
Berwick,
Sheldon
Hobbs
;
physicians to no advantage I went to Portland,
quiry, to flow the land of another, is oppres be taken any length of time, by invalids of
and
placed
myself
under
the
care of Dr. Brown ; EVANS can conscientiously request confi
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
any age, without injuring the system or ex
dence.
sive, if not unconstitutional.
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H. when, after repeated trials to no effect, I was
posing it to take cold. They preclude the
Other and more conclusive demonstrations
pronounced totally incurable. Despairing of
Allowing the mill owner as he pleases to necessity in most cases, of using ¡»ills, which Spear ;
<■> Y*
» ak ♦
v * fMzrexa
v
4the
1-, Iland
-. .. -J of another
A I.A ! üæ^bÎe a^^d m
take
into
possession
Jor!
hi’ia^
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free life, which had now become a burden to me, 1 of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
returned to my parents in Cumberland, in 1830, Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
his mi
...
... 8 1
mill nond.
pond, throwsthe ininrert
injured nartv
party intn
into titles .by some practitioners,
which serve on man ;
and gave myself up to a lingering death. Hear submitted by the following important and ex
he false position of appearing to be a party ly to debilitate the patient and doom him to
York, Alexander Dennett;
ing of the great success of Mr. J. G Fernald’s traordinary cures effected by their highly
disturbing the rights of others.
This is one be pill-swallower to the end of his days. In
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
Pills, however, in cases similar to my own, I was medicinal qualities—all of which may be
cause of the general failure of justice under all those prevalent diseases called Dyspep
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
persuaded to try them as a last resort. To my seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.
the statute on which have been many pros sia, Liver complaint, Dizziness or Headach,
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
great surprise as well as satisfaction, I soon
7, Division street. One or two of these he
ecutions, although many suffer who never wandering or settled pains, sinking, faintness,
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
found myself recovering ; and upon taking his
prosecute. To purchase all the lands proper Nervous debility, Costiveness, Piles, and all
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, Pills the Dropsy left me, and I became perfectly herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
to be flowed would be generally far less ex general derangements of health causing an P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
well in the course of six months. I make this ting public.
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Bepleased to receive the
pensive than the present state system of per
Parsonsfield Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo statement, and wish it published for the benefit thanks
unhealthy state of the stomach and bowels
of'one who has been a great sufferer for sev
of those who are suffering under similar cases ;
mitting the lands to be flowed first, leaving to
J.
Goss
;
(“ which have been justly styled the store
that they may know what has cured one who eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
the owners only remedy by petition. After
Cornish,
John
McLellan
;
the
virtues
your inestimable Camomile Pills.
She
has suffered every thing but death, and who has sufferedofwith
a tedious controversy to”settle the damages, it house of diseases,”) these bitters have proved
pain and distress in the head, a light
Limington, James McArthur;
a certain and speedy remedy.
Dr. R. will
considers
his
life
saved
by
the
above
medicine.
commonly happens that both parties are dis
ness across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi
Waterborough, James Leavett.
E. S THOMES.
tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
satisfied. This has a tendency to bring dis be glad to refer any invalids who may call
Agents for York, Cumberland and Lincoln
upon him (he having had permission to do
her ; but since using your Camomile ’Ionic Pi||s her
JAMES
HILL,
Esq.
of
North
Yarmouth,
has
respect upon our system of administering
Counties
will
be
supplied
hereafter
from
Mr.
so,) to persons pronounced incurable by their
authorized me to state, that after having buried complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
justice.
physicians, who have visited him from vari S. H. Colesworthy, Portland.
four daughters, all of whom died ot a constitu out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now eniov
J J
Time has wrought such changes that now ous parts of the United States, among whom
JOHN O. LANGLEY,
tional Consumption, the fifth and only remaining life comfortably again.
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st N Y
to promote Agriculture is more a benefit than it may not be improper to state are many Only authorized travelling Agent for the
one, was given up to die, with the same com
Newark, July 18, 1836-Dear Sir-For 4 y¿ars 1
to encourage the increase of mills. As in so distinguished persons from the British ProvState of Maine.
plaint by several “ Regular Physicians.” In have been so unwell that I was unable to attend to
many States, embracing much more than half ■ inces, who have been cured by using his celthis situation she commenced taking my “ A- my business, and for the Iasi 4 or 5 months was confin
Kennebunk, Feb, 10, 1838.
tf.
merican Renovating Pills,” and by persevering ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism pains
the Union, no statutes as to flowing have
1___ ebrated medicine. This medicine may be
according to my directions, she was in a few in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite’ with
Regular Packet
been adopted it would seem safe to return to had in packages at 50 cents, or put up in a li
weeks restored to health, and has been able to continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used’difierBETWEEN
the common law here, relying on time to quid form at 75 cents. Be careful of whom
ent kinds of medicine without effect, until 1 commenced
point out the proper remedies for any evils you purchase, as a great number of base un KENNEBUNK & BOSTON. discharge her domestic duties now for six or taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pillsseven years.
that may arise. Such has been the oppres principled pedlars are going about the coun
their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
FSYHEnewand substantial, fast
The following was drawn np by the Rev. Josh my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
sive practice under the flowing provisions, try deceiving persons by selfing them rank
sailing schooner, Jane ua Taylor, one of the venerable fathers of the to express my gratitude to you in person. In the
and such difficulties have been experienced counterfeit Richardson’s Bitters, mostly put
Bourne, Joshua Perkins master, Methodist Episcopal Church, and forwarded to mean time I subscribe myselfyour obedient servant
in the attempts to obtain justice under them, up in phials. The genuine are sold whole
n
w
p
S-JARVIS, 13 Centre st. ’
will run as a regular packet be me, after being signed by his wife, and the wife
thai in the cases that now exist it is lair to sale and retail at my office, No. 15, Hanover
Dr. Wm. Evans.
tween
of Greely Sturdivant, Esq.
presume that the injured land owners would Street, Boston.
Also by
He therefore need only add that hi«
KENNEBUNK & BOSTON
We, the undersigned, having derived great
submit to any reasonable terms that the mill
Bryant & Warren, and Samuel Jordan, throughout the season,
benefit from Mr. J. G. Fernald’s Pills, do cheer CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
owners may offer.
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
fully recommend them as a safe and useful med- his
Kennebunk ; Seth Hatch, John H. Spear,
EVERY WEEK,
Generally, the mill owners being active and Barak Maxwell, Wells;Samuel A. Doug
ieine. Our complaints were ofa Bilious charac- j, PILLS, can he obtained, wholesale or retail
wind
and
weather
permitting.
and wealthy, or commanding resources by lass York ; John A. Berry, Saco ; Jeremiah
de- at No. 7, Divis’ionst. near Chatham square
.„V.VIK.ÜV. to a
u. state
cate ofgreat
«i glc<n, ue-1
For freight or passage, having good accom ter, and we were reduced
their enterprise and credit, have disregarded
1
. experienced
. “
' many
, uneasy and New York, and of his authorised agents in
and’ we
BervXick ;
F. Chadbourne, modations, apply to the Captain on board, or bility,
and triumphed over the more humble culti Alfred ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton : Jona
nainftll sensations
sensntinn« ;• but
hut by
hv taking
fnhinn- those
thne* Pills
Pillo ac
no  tOWH and COlintry
°
painful
vator of the soil. In some instances, poor than Rumery, Hollis ; Chase Taylor, Water Oliver Bourne at Kennebunk port.
cording to Mr Fernaid’s directions, we were re |
J. H. JONES corner of Middle and Union
June
23,
1838.
lieved and restored to a state of perfect health
men owning poor mills have done great mis borough ; Mark Noble, Great Falls (Somers
We still keep and use them, as a family medi streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine
chief. In other cases failures occur, and the worth) N. H.
cine, and would not be without them on any ac : where persons may apply for sub-Agencies. ’
FIIVESAI/T.
mills are assigned, so that all damages in arSole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk •
Feb. 24,1838.
DEBORAH Y. STURDIVANT. ;
BAGS Blown Salt for sale by the count.
epöm.
rear are lost. All damages are lost whether
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N*
HANNAH TAYLOR.
subscribers.
either party dies before the final judgment, as
I Yarmouth; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston;
Cumberland, Nov. 6th, 1837.
WILLIAM LORD, & CO.
the statutes make no provision that the pro
WANTED,
Brunswick ; -Palmer
& WashAgents. Dr. A. E. Small, Portland, General. ,Joseph
- Griffin,
.
------- —
....in
August 2, 1838.
cess shall survive. Sometimes the occu
ROM 3 to 500 Cords Oak, Maple anr]
Agent;—County of York—Daniel Remich, burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell:
pants are poor and the remedy is lost when
Moses Noble, Augusta
; J.
K. ____
Miller'
^Ol'dPitch Pine WOOD, landed at Kenne
Kennehunk
;
William
J.
Condon,
Saco
;
Ebene*
-_
^1U_
Violin Strings,
the owners cannot he ascertained, or do not
bunk village, or at the Port, for which a fair7WR sale by
zer Sawyer, Hollis
County of Hancock—Aus- town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bancor • Samuel
live within the jurisdiction of the Court. In price will be paid.
tin & Jordan, Ellsworth.
T-~’----- «-& Co. Belfast ; Barker NeaCwis-*
PORTER HALL
Jackson
D. REMICH.
solvent owners may oceupy, having mortKennebunk, July 13, 1838.
JOSEPH G. FERNALD. ' casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
Kennebunk, July 28,1838.
Portland, May 1st, 1838.
eoply J February 18,183.7*
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